ABOUT THE COVER
We are pleased to be continuing our new tradition of having pictures on four pages of the
Spirit! In addition to the front and back covers, the alternate sides of these pages capture
even more of what was special in 2013.
The top picture on the front cover displays the two High Senior Captains of the White
Heat and one from the Blue Reign (left to right): Coby Tippett, Sam Eggert, and Victor
Svedloff. Sam is holding this year’s Color War plaque after a close and exciting
competition. The bottom picture shows a few dozen members of the victorious Blue
Reign.
The inside of the front cover shows a picture of Team England, this year’s West End
World Cup Champion, whose flag is now hanging in the dining hall for the entire year.
Team members are front row from left to right Azul Northcross, Kensley Griner,
Coleman Ballweg, Coach Louis Shaevel, Kenny Schechter, Corron Wilson, and Lanse
Dorcelus; back row from left to right Alex Smith-Lin, Anthony Folkes, Isaiah Sanders,
and Enrico Roveda. The bottom picture is of Team USA which represented the Stars and
Stripes very well. First row from left to right: Zyaire Abney, Aaron Cheng, Brandon
Karp, Andrew Hallion, and Ryan Karp. Second row from left to right: Gavin Healy, Jack
Dolan, Coach Darren Gens, Jack Lesser, and Dana Staples.
The inside of the back cover depicts two scenes from this year’s exciting Desert War. On
top there is a photo of young members of the Aqua (Wave) Team eagerly awaiting their
turn in the Color Rush. From left to right: Kevin Barrera, Antonio Torres, Rodrigo
Cuesta, Liam Rowland, Alberto Terrazas, Brian Barrera, and Eddie Benson. The bottom
photo shows many members of the Crimson Team at the conclusion of Desert War, as
they are painting Desert War Rock crimson to celebrate their victory.
The top of the back cover shows the 105 Spirit Alive banner that was displayed proudly
on our “Kezar” office building. This represents the pride that was felt during West End
House Camp’s 105th season! The bottom picture shows one of our many spectacular
sunsets over Long Pond, providing a beautiful end to another spectacular day and
summer at West End House Camp!
Special credit and thanks go out to photographer Brian Bartlett, who should take great
pride in these cover photos and the couple of thousand pictures he took during the season.
Thanks also to Bryna Leeder and Ramie Lepler who lent their time and talents to our
photographic efforts all summer. Brian, Bryna, and Ramie took over 3800 pictures!

DEDICATION
West End House Camp has always prided itself on the quality of its service, facilities, staff, and
campers. At the same time the camp gives out a substantial amount of financial assistance on a
sliding scale so that no boy is turned away due to monetary considerations. Thus, WEHC finds
itself more and more seeking funds from sources other than tuition.
A business that has been extremely supportive of the needs of the camp is Peoples Federal
Savings Bank. Originally a one-facility institution based in Brighton, it has expanded over the
years to include an additional six branches in the Greater Boston area.
Through its Charitable Foundation, the bank has not only awarded the camp funds for
campership purposes, but has also been receptive to requests to purchase equipment that has
enhanced our programs.
We would like to single out Maurice Sullivan, Jr. (Chairman and Chief Executive Officer) and Jim
Gavin (Executive Vice President), who look forward to their annual visit to camp with the same
enthusiasm as returning campers and staff, and Tom Leetch (President and Chief Operating
Officer) for their efforts on our behalf.
In tribute to the generous support rendered to the camp over the years, the 2013 West End
House Camp Spirit is respectfully and gratefully dedicated to

PEOPLES FEDERAL SAVINGS BANK CHARITABLE FOUNDATION, INC.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
There are many people whose donation of time and services during this past year has been
invaluable to us. We would like to acknowledge the following individuals and institutions
that contributed to the success of the season:

•












Michael Berger, President of WEH Camp, for his tireless efforts on our behalf.
Past Presidents Henry Barr and Marty Jacobs for their continued assistance.
Members of the Camp Corporation, who oversee the operation and whose committees
meet regularly to ensure that WEH Camp is the very best it can possibly be. These great
people are listed elsewhere in the Spirit, and each has been tremendous in his or her
support of the Camp. Special thanks to Adam Barr for his work on the website, and to
Bill Swiecicki and Bob Goober for their superb work regarding the maintenance and
property management aspect of our facility.
Aaron Leppo (Full Line Graphics) – thank you for your patience and generosity in
arranging for the printing of the 2013 Spirit! What a classy publication!
Bert and Esther Wynn for their presence and help at the Breakfast.
Tony Goroshko for loading and transporting campers’ luggage in his truck on the July 21
changeover day and on the final day (August 17).
Sasha Corken of St. Elizabeth’s Medical Center in Brighton for arranging the donation of
medical supplies.
Tony Costello and the fine folks at Franciscan Children’s Hospital in Brighton – we
thank you for the use of your parking lot for bus departures and arrivals. It is an ideal
meeting space!
Sincere gratitude to the staff at the West End House Boys & Girls Club, especially
Executive Director Andrea Howard, Kristin Rhuda, Mark DaCruz, and Jenny Nute.
Ken Kandler for his donation each summer of hand sanitizers and other health-related
products, as well as his generous contribution of prizes (hats, balls, etc.) for the Camp
Breakfast raffle.
Brien Wong for meeting the returning buses at Franciscan Hospital and making sure that
campers and luggage were always accounted for.
Bob Kessin for his generous donation of staff shirts.

MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Congratulations to everyone on a most successful summer! Another near capacity
number of campers enjoyed a tremendous season of fun and fellowship in Maine!
Although WEH Camp is open ten weeks each summer (one week for staff training,
eight weeks for campers, and one week for the Alumni) the task of directing it encompasses a
full 52 weeks each year. Camp Director Steve Lepler puts all of his energy into efforts to
ensure that each season is the best it possibly can be - his dedication, energy, creativity,
concern, and organizational skills are unmatched, and the success of these tireless efforts can
be seen on the happy faces of the campers each day. His fervent determination to ensure that
West End House Camp remains the very best among all camps is evident. Thank you, Steve,
for all you have done and will continue to do!
Ryan Wilensky has been an indispensable addition since he came on board in October
of 2007 as Director of Operations. His dedication and work are in the true “Spirit of the
House,” and he continues to play an extremely important and positive role in the lives of the
youngsters we serve. Also, thank you, Ryan, for coordinating the efforts to publish the Spirit
each year – not an easy (and sometimes a frustrating) task! Special hello to Rachel and to
Whitney.
Our gratitude to Mike Ruzycky for tending to the medical needs of campers in a calm,
competent, and careful manner. (It is only his proficiency in chess that needs upgrading!)
Thanks to Isabella for assisting during the times she was with us. It was a delight to welcome
back Rosemary Connors (our nurse in 2012) who filled in for Mike the two times he took some
much deserved days off.
We started off the summer with new cooks, and ended it that way, also. Susan and
Allen Carlson were very attentive and skilled professionals who took a personal interest in the
well being of the campers and staff alike and who truly cared for us.
Under the expert care of Property Managers John Fredette and Steve Chamberlain our
facility remains in excellent “up to date” shape. They are amazing and very talented people;
we are so very fortunate to have them.
Ramie Lepler, as always, was ready and willing to lend a helping hand, especially when
it came to driving the boat or taking pictures. Thank you, Ramie, for all that you have done for
us.
I am especially pleased to offer thanks to my wife, Bryna. Her volunteer efforts
keeping track of the campers’ spending money, making trips to the clinic or hospital, stocking
the canteen, helping in the infirmary, picking up supplies, tutoring, etc., are truly invaluable.
She is a remarkable person!
Most of all, I want to offer my gratitude to the staff and to the campers. Ultimately,
the success of the season comes down to the quality of campers and the quality of staff – and
once again both “categories” were of the highest level! Special thanks to Danny Walsh for his
efforts both on and off the waterfront!
Don’t forget to check out our fantastic website (www.westendhousecamp.org) and to
tell your friends about us. We continue to attract many new campers through word of mouth,
so if you know of a good candidate who might like to join us next summer, we welcome your
referral.
In the meantime, stay well, study hard, and take care. Please do not hesitate to call
upon me (617-783-2267, email wehbgclub@aol.com) if I can assist in any way.
Bill Margolin

MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR
The West End House Camp 2013 season has been over for more than two months as I sit
down to compose this message. I have relaxed a bit after the very busy summer and have
already geared up for the next one. I have a good perspective on what was so special about the
summer of 2013.
The theme of the season was “105 Spirit Alive!” We were proud to be celebrating our
105th year of operation. I believe we are the oldest non-profit overnight camp in Maine. We
transmit to all our campers, staff, and families that they are part of a unique, historic, and
special place. Campers once again had such a fun and exciting time, while gaining so many
valuable skills and traits, often without even realizing it! There is so much that happens every
day. This yearbook does justice to this, recapping quite a bit. However, you really have to be
there to truly appreciate all the good that takes place. Parents tell me all the time that their sons
return home so much more independent, happy, self-confident, polite, and physically fit. West
End House Camp has helped and been a haven for thousands of boys during 105 years. Has
there been a better summer than 2013? I don’t think so.
Here’s why: High quality and quantity of campers- 254 boys- enjoyed and benefited. A
large and committed veteran staff that showed professionalism and enthusiasm. Excellent
administrative leadership team with a personal touch. Well run sports, waterfront, and special
activity programs. Close and exciting Color War, Desert War, and World Cup competitions.
Our positive upbeat attitude, strong values, and clear mission. “Make Friends for Life” was not
just a slogan; it was - and is - a reality! Our beautiful, well kept, and utilized facilities and
setting are second to none!
The themes for the staff during training and set up week were “What does it mean to be
a professional?” and “How will you be an even better counselor this year than when you were
first on staff?” Counselors took these themes seriously and implemented them continuously all
season long. Our excellent staff was extremely capably led by Ryan Wilensky, Director of
Operations (and primary Editor of this terrific yearbook)! I sincerely thank Ryan for doing so
much during the season that makes everything run smoothly. Danny Walsh, our Waterfront
Director, led a vibrant, safe, varied, educational, and fun waterfront program. In addition, he
got up early to give campers extra waterskiing opportunities many days before breakfast! Bill
Margolin, Executive Director, knows everybody and everything! He is a true West End House
Camp treasure and a mentor beyond compare! This summer we also truly benefited from
having an exceptional Health Care Supervisor, Mike Ruzycky, as part of our leadership team. I
am very fortunate to have had Ryan, Danny, Bill, and Mike collaborating with me to make the
summer a success.
I would be remiss if I did not thank three special people who volunteer their time and
help us so much. Thank you, Bryna Leeder, for all that you do each day! It is truly appreciated
by me and all at camp. Heartfelt thanks go out to my wife, Ramie, who not only drives the
motorboat and teaches waterskiing every afternoon she is at camp, but also puts up with my
crazy camp schedule during the season, and my prioritizing of camp tasks in the off season.
Much the same can be said about Rachel Wilensky, who does the lion’s share of the Whitney
watch and helps camp be a better place in many ways!
West End House Camp was, is, and will be the best place to spend the summer, have
fun, learn, and grow. We want you to be part of the uniquely special West End House Camp
family. This will benefit you now and for the rest of your life. Please book your slot for the 2014
season at WEHC if you have not yet done so. It is an awesome honor, privilege, and
responsibility to be a leader of West End House Camp. I pledge to work tirelessly year round to
make West End House Camp the best camp around. Thank you for your collaboration,
involvement, and support. 105 Spirit Alive!!!!!
Best regards to you and your family,
Steve Lepler

Message from the Operations Director
th

It is rare in life that an event with huge hype actually lives up to it. But, the 105 season of West
End House Camp not only met the hype, but far exceeded it. The recipe for a great summer is quite easy.
Having great campers, great weather, programming, facilities, counselors and, of course, a great Color
War are all vital. All of those criteria were met; personally, this was probably my very favorite summer
since returning in 2008.
I’d like to thank Bill Margolin for again being the Rock of West End. Bill still continues to show
great passion, judgment, and knowledge each summer. Whether it is his chess battles with Noah
Stonehill, his Bill Belichick coaching of the Spelling Bee team, his calculating preparation for his Scary
Stories, or Whitney’s official car ride driver, Bill still brings it like he always has for 50+ years.
Thanks again to Steve Lepler, who is the person most responsible for the success of West End
House Camp. It blows my mind at the quality of our campers and how much easier they are to work with
than in my era. I think Steve’s best addition this year was adding “Balls and Strikes” to all softball action.
This has sped up the games and allowed us to move to a 2 inning Omelet game for Color War. Among
other things, Steve enjoys running the Wiffleball tournaments, writing the daily food menu, and listening
to the campers perform the House Song to get priority on banquet nights.
There are so many other people to thank. The women of West End need to be thanked. Bryna
continues to do all the little things behind the scene that most people don’t even know about. Thanks to
Ramie for helping drive the motorboats for Waterskiing and a special thanks to my 2 ladies, Rachel for
doing 95% of the parenting over the summer so I can do this job and thanks to our little Whitney, who
continues to be a very easy and fun little kid, so that mommy doesn’t get too worn out. Whitney would
like to thank some of her best friend pals for playing with her including, Mike Goroshko, Tristan Goroshko,
Matt Goroshko, Louis Shaevel, Jack Zinman, Aaron Richardson and Brandon Goldberg.
Mike Rudysky was a great addition, manning the Health Center all year. Mike is responsible
beyond his years and was always prepared with meds, etc. for camp trips. Thanks to John Fredette and
Steve Chamberlain for keeping our facilities working properly and looking great. Special thanks to
“Chambo,” who is going to be making the “Triple Crown” plaque next year to recognize campers who
have won World Cup, Desert War and Color War in the same year.
Finally, I like to thank the Senior Counselors individually. I must thank Neil Sharma for being the
“Night Activity Coordinator.” To Brion Rock for his wonderful sense of humor and command of the room.
Matt Shivers for being, in my opinion, the best bunk counselor we’ve had since I’ve been back and for
“throwing shade.” To Tyler Randolph for making 15-under Basketball a major part of the fabric of camp
and for finally getting over the Winaukee hump. To Mike Sullivan for making Rachel look good for
recommending him and for his relentless energy. To Eric Lesser, for running Leagues admirably and for
doing a great job coaching the Baseball teams. To Louis Shaevel for coming up with (and leading)
“Trifecta” (the newest great Night Activity) and for always leading by example. I don’t think it’s a
coincidence he was the winning World Cup and CW coach and is now 5-0 in CW. To Jarrid McElligott for
his calm and thoughtful demeanor and for running Intermediate Leagues smoothly. To Zach Leppo, who
made an awesome comeback to camp and was the Senior Counselor most often hanging out with his own
campers in the cabin; also. congrats for winning Desert War and Color War. To Tim Dure, for repping
Foxboro and showing the energy I knew he would bring. To Darren Gens, for showing maturity beyond
his years and being an amazing addition to the staff. To Stephane Rhynd for running the tennis program
and incorporating our newest piece of the equipment, the tennis pitching machine. Finally, to Barrett
Wilson, probably our hardest working counselor, for helping Danny Walsh run the Waterfront and for
running a great, 11-point Color War. It’s a pleasure to work with such a fine group of young men. Next
year we also have an awesome group of younger staff moving up the ranks, so we will be in great shape
for several years to come.
See you all next year,
Ryan Wilensky

WEST END HOUSE CAMP CORPORATION
Members of the West End House Camp Corporation are people who have all had a long
affiliation with the West End House organization and who volunteer extraordinary time and
efforts throughout the year for the benefit of the West End House Camp. The Officers and
Directors, as of January 1, 2014, are:
President: Michael Berger
Vice President: Robert Goober
Vice President: James Stoller
Vice President: Bill Swiecicki
Treasurer: Geoff Dancey
Clerk: Martha Day
Immediate Past President: Marty Jacobs
Past President: Henry Barr

David Bikofsky
Brett Barenholtz
Adam Barr
Henry Barr
Sidney Boorstein
Paul Cohen
Steve Curley
Steve Dancey

DIRECTORS
Carolyn Eggert
William Faria
Paul Gordon
Dr. Evan Hack
Dr. Jeffrey Kublin
Aaron Leppo
John Parker

Lee Rappaport
Robert Ryter
Jeff Seifer
Josh Swiecicki
Jared Wilk
Stephen Wynn
Bert Wynn
John Zinman

MICHAEL W. CATALDO, SR. AWARD
Mike Cataldo had been affiliated with the West End House since childhood. He served as
President of the WEH Alumni Association, the WEH Boys & Girls Club, and the WEH Camp,
and was Co-Chairman of the Camp Committee for many, many years. He was a most dedicated
and tireless worker for the organization, and we all felt a profound loss when he passed away in
1999. In memory of this outstanding individual, an award is presented annually to a person whose
efforts, commitment, and service to the West End House Camp are in keeping with the tradition
and character so exemplified by Michael W. Cataldo, Sr. Recipients have been:
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

Billy Swiecicki
Henry L. Barr
Bert Wynn
Marty Jacobs
Elmer “Bud” Runyon
Hy Escott
Steve Curley
Bryna Leeder
Jim Stoller
Laurie Kaplan
Sid Boorstein
Brett Barenholtz
Michael Berger
Aaron Leppo
Ramie Lepler

WEHC ELITE EIGHT 2013
We are pleased to recognize the following campers who made the wise decision to spend
the full 8 weeks at WEHC this past summer. By virtue of their commitment, skills, and
continuity, they were the primary leaders in their age groups and in the camp in general.
They did an outstanding job of guiding camp to one of its best years ever. They received
special privileges, recognition, and responsibilities throughout the season. We hope you
become a member of the Elite 8 during the summer of 2014.

Sam Eggert
Jack Meaney
Anthony Folkes
Kevin Wu
Spencer Quist
Victor Svedloff
Brandon McCrory
Alejandro Castillo
Enrico Roveda
Jack Lesser
Gabe Sands
Raymond Wu
Walden Ng
Austin Dodes
Brady Buckman
Houston Barenholtz
Alex Joseph
Chase Waxman
Sean Staples
Max Brody
Brandon Buckman
Yasin Mohamud
Josh Kornbleuth
Ben Kaplan
Nick Akerstein
Eddie Benson
Ryan Karp
Brandon Karp

2013 MID-SEASON AWARDS
At the end of the first 2 weeks and at the end of the first 4
weeks campers are honored for their achievements.
Members of the Senior Staff chose the following campers
from many excellent nominees:
Junior Rookie (1st 2 weeks): Omar Quilter
Intermediate Rookie (1st 2 weeks): Andrew White
Senior Rookie (1st 2 weeks): Corron Wilson
Junior Rookie (2nd 2 weeks): Alberto Terrazas
Outstanding Junior (1st 4 weeks): Noah Oppenheim
Intermediate Rookie (1st 4 weeks): Phil Dure
Outstanding Intermediate (1st 4 weeks): Jonathan Kraus
Senior Rookie (1st 4 weeks): Bernardo Pinzon
Outstanding Senior (1st 4 weeks): Jack Dolan

JUNIOR DIVISION AWARDS-WEST END HOUSE CAMP 2013

Directors' Award
Ryan Karp

MVP
Joey Cohen

Outstanding Sportsman
Joey Kraft

Ian Greenblatt Spirit of the House
Cole Lepler

Unsung Hero
Eddie Benson

Jacob M. Burnes Camper of the Year
Brandon Karp
INTERMEDIATE DIVISION AWARDS- 2013

Directors' Award
Sean Staples

MVP
Austin Dodes

Rookie of the Year
Evan Friedman

Ian Greenblatt Spirit of the House
Drew Seifer

Outstanding Sportsman
Max Brody

Bill Margolin Camper of the Year
Houston Barenholtz

Unsung Hero
Alex Joseph
SENIOR DIVISION AWARDS-2013

Staff Awards
Jack Lesser
Walden Ng
Sam Shapiro
Directors' Award
Max Lustig
Outstanding Sportsman
Victor Svedloff
Unsung Hero
Jordan Chabot

MVP
Coby Tippett
Ian Greenblatt Spirit of the House
Jack Meaney
Louis I. Kane Leadership Award
Sam Eggert
James J. Storrow Camper of the Year
Spencer Quist

WATERMELON LEAGUE 2013

This year’s Watermelon League season was extremely exciting, competitive, and fun.
WEHC’s unique brand of softball, with all campers and staff playing 2 inning games,
always leads to many memorable moments for all. The teams are captained and named
after our most veteran Senior Counselors, an honor that they all look forward to. This
year, for the first time in 105 years, balls and strikes were called during Watermelon
games, as well as during all of our softball games. This made a major positive difference
in the quality and pace of the games! The distinguished and almost flawless Watermelon
umpires were Ryan Wilensky, Danny Walsh, Mike Ruzycky, and Steve Lepler. The
standings after the 6 game regular season were as follows:
Lesser
McElligott
Sharma
Rock
Randolph
Shaevel
Leppo
Wilson

6-0
5-1
4-2
3-3
2-4
2-4
1-5
1-5

There was an 8-team playoff consisting of sequential 1 inning games on the last full day
of camp. Everyone had a chance potentially to taste the watermelon that comes with the
championship! There were some truly close and exciting games. In the first round,
Lesser, Randolph, Leppo, and Sharma advanced. The semi-finals saw Randolph upset the
previously undefeated Lesser team, and Sharma squeak by the upset-minded Leppo crew
on a walk off home run by Robbie Antonucci. The final game was a classic. Team
Sharma scored the winning run on a sacrifice fly to deep right field, with the runner
tagging up from second base and advancing all the way to home for a 2-1 victory! All
members of the Sharmas celebrated and savored the watermelon on the last night of camp
Friday, August 16th).
Join us to be part of the fun! Watermelon League 2014 is sure to be enjoyable and
exciting!

Intercamp Sports Report 2013
By: Ryan Wilensky
This year’s intercamp season started off with a huge 11-under Basketball victory over Robin
Hood 52-22. “Shaq” Yasmo, who scored 20 points, turned in a great performance. Also huge for the
team was Omar “Magic” Quilter, who led the team in assists, as well as Donte Barboza, who
dominated with great drives to the hoop. Brandon Buckman, Kenny Schechter, Alex Hallion, and
Blake Masse were also terrific.
The House game was another terrific event, as it always is. In a neck and neck battle, Robin
Hood pulled away in the second half. However, a game West End team made a comeback and had a
chance to tie with 30 seconds left. Kong and Victor Svedloff led the team, with both scoring in double
figures. It was a defensive battle. Jack Meaney, Sam Eggert, Spencer Quist and Jack Lesser also
played hard for the team.
Indian Acres came to West End on a rainy day, which was supposed to be the 13-under
tournament day at Robin Hood, but it got canceled. Few camps have an indoor basketball facility like
ours! Omar Quilter was great again as were Austin Dodes and Joey Lydon. The team only lost 29-24,
despite giving up huge size at every position.
Camp Bauercrest came to West End for a quadruple header, which was a fun twist as they
drove a distance to play us. In the 13-under Flag Football game, we won easily 46-12 with Phil Dure
leading the way, along with Sam Shapiro. A few days later, that same team traveled to Robin Hood
for a tournament and lost in the Semi-finals.
The 15 under Basketball team destroyed Robin Hood in the rematch 53-25. Bryce and Tyler
Smith led the way defensively for this terrific win. Then the team struggled a little at the tournament
at Winaukee, but those losses motivated them for what was the best win for Intercamp sports in years.
In “House Game 2,” as we are calling it these days, we put on as big of an event as we do for the
“House Game.” Obviously, Robin Hood is still our #1 rival, but Winaukee is the best competition.
Last year we lost a heartbreaker in the last minute of the game. This year, we beat them handily 6754. The additions of the “Young Guns” Quinn Albert and Sam Shapiro to the team were too much for
Winaukee to deal with. Also, Bryce and Tyler Smith were great again in transition and on D. Coby
Tippett, Panharith Kong, Sam Eggert and Aaron Karasik had vital contributions as well. Winaukee is
not accustomed to losing and did not take it well at all. Next year “House Game 2” should be amazing
as Quinn and Sam are back again.
As in previous years, we took a team to Winaukee for the 12-under Lacrosse tournament.
Although we didn’t do well as we would have liked, the team got to practice for a few days and
compete with some excellent teams. Ethan Seidman and Chris Dipietrantonio led the way.
We did the Spelling Bee as usual this summer. For the 12-under group, we won with Ryan
and Brandon Karp being unstoppable. In the 15-under division, we came in third. The team had a
great time, with the highlight being Bill’s yearly trip to the Dairy Queen to have a Blizzard.
Also, we participated in a Swim Meet at Camp Belknap. This group was formed quickly and
yet we participated quite well in both the 15 and 12 under divisions. Jordan Goldberg was dominant
as he always is in the water, winning every event he was in. Other terrific performances were by Matt
Moriarty and Will Russo.
In the last events of the Intercamp season, we did our annual “Play Day” with Robin Hood to
give the younger campers additional action. We played Soccer, Newcomb, and even a game of
“Gaga,” which was the newest craze at camp this summer. Our guys were led by Griffin Yas, Joey
Cohen and Caleb Reed.
I’d like to thank all the coaches, especially for putting in long hours with our squads.
Coaching intercamp is an extra responsibility with a huge time commitment. There are some terrific
players who are eligible next year for 15-under Basketball, so hopefully the momentum is on West
End’s side. Look forward to seeing Jack Lesser, Quinn Albert, Robbie Antonucci, Sam Shapiro and
many other great athletes lead the way vs. the Hood and Winaukee.

Intercamp Sports 2013 Results
Date

6/28
6/30
7/2
7/2
7/2
7/10
7/10
7/10
7/11
7/11
7/11
7/11
7/13
7/13
7/13
7/13
7/13
7/14
7/15
7/15
7/15
7/15
7/15
7/17
7/25
8/1
8/2
8/2
8/2

Game

11-Under Basketball
15-Under Basketball (HOUSE GAME)
13-Under Basketball
13-Under Basketball
13-Under Basketball
15-Under Basketball Tournament @ Win
15-Under Basketball Tournament @ Win
15-Under Basketball Tournament @ Win
15-Under Baseball
13-Under Flag Football
15-Under Volleyball
13-Under Baseball
15-Under Soccer
13-Under Football Tourney @ RH
13-Under Football Tourney @ RH
13-Under Football Tourney @ RH
13-Under Football Tourney @ RH
15-Under Basketball (HOOD GAME)
12-Under Lacrosse Tournament @ Win
12-Under Lacrosse Tournament @ Win
12-Under Lacrosse Tournament @ Win
12-Under Lacrosse Tournament @ Win
12- Under Lacrosse Tournament @ Win
15 + 12 Under Spelling Bee (in Portland)
15 + 12 Under Swim Meet @ Belknap
15-Under Basketball (HOUSE GAME II)
10-Under Soccer
10-Under Newcomb – A
10-Under Newcomb – B

Win,
Lose,
Tie
Won
Loss
Loss
Won
Loss
Won
Loss
Loss
Loss
Won
Loss
Loss
Won
Won
Loss
Won
Loss
Won
Won
Loss
Loss
Loss
Loss

WEHC

Opponent

52
39
25
12
2
45
31
28
3
46
0
2
3
8
8
16
0
53
8
2
4
0
2

22 RH
44 RH
29 Indian Acres
8 RH (B)
23 RH (A)
26 Kenwood
46 Winaukee A
29 Indian Acres
9Bauercrest
12Bauercrest
3Bauercrest
10Bauercrest
1Robin Hood
0 RH Green
14 Winaukee
2 RH Green
8 Winaukee
25 @RH
1 Winaukee B
3 Tecumseh
7 Takajo
12 Winaukee A
8 Winaukee A

Won
Loss
Won
Loss

67
4
2
1

54 Winaukee
5ot. RH
0 RH
2 RH

Junior and Senior League Commissioner Report
By Eric Lesser
I had the pleasure of being the 2013 Junior/Senior League Commissioner
throughout the entire summer. As a commissioner, my responsibilities were as follows:
creating the teams, assigning referees and captains, and making the schedule every day.
First off, I would like to thank all of the land staff and campers for making my job
as easy as possible. Without you guys, leagues would not run nearly as smoothly, and I
seriously do appreciate every one of you. I would also like to particularly thank Jarrid
McElligott, the Intermediate League Commissioner, for being so organized and easy to
work with. Junior Leagues started off very well, and all of the four coaches were equally
enthusiastic, energetic, and skilled at what they did. Mitchell Lesser, Matt Leppo, Craig
Beberman, and Nate Wright were four of the better Junior League coaches I have ever
seen. It should not go unnoticed that coaching Junior Leagues is one of the hardest things
to do at this camp. It is also one of the most rewarding. Not only does one teach and
mentor a bunch of 8-11 year olds every day, but also work with many different
personalities, which can be challenging at times.
The theme of the first two weeks of Junior Leagues was characters from the hit
show Breaking Bad. At the end of the two weeks, the Heisenbergs, coached by Matty
Leppo, prevailed. Noah Oppenheim, one of the most dominant junior athletes to attend
West End in 2013, led his team to victory.
Taking a similar theme was the first two weeks of Senior Leagues. Top characters
from the hit TV series, Friday Night Lights, was the theme for the Seniors. Luckily for
me, I had easy selections for Senior League captains in the first two weeks. The campers
in G1 really took control of leagues in the first two weeks. If there were an MVP award
for leagues, Victor Svedloff would be handed the trophy in the first two weeks.
Unfortunately, the second two weeks did not go as smoothly for me. I had to
leave right as the second session started due to an illness. Luckily for me, other staff and
campers stepped up to the plate as expected. I would like to thank Zach Chason for taking
over as Commissioner during the week while I was out. New campers such as Max
Robert, Coby Tippett, and Tyler and Bryce Smith arrived, adding even more leadership to
West End. Once they came to camp the competitiveness of leagues took a huge stride
forward.
The last four weeks of Senior Leagues really impressed me as both a
commissioner and referee. The games were so much more competitive compared to the
other sessions, thanks in large part to the newly arrived “Westwood Kids” amongst
others. Color War interrupted the flow of leagues; however, it came at a good time.
Campers were determined to use their skills and energy to help their Color War teams.
Jack Meaney, Victor Svedloff, Spencer Quist, and Sam Eggert deserve a shout out for
being league captains throughout the entire summer.
For the Juniors, Matt Leppo was once again the favorite to win the championship.
However his reign ended in the finals as underdog Craig Beberman took over the throne
in dominant fashion. Once again, I would like to thank the Junior League coaches. They
were seriously incredible. I’m already looking forward to another successful summer of
leagues in 2014.

Intermediate League Commissioner Report

This was a great overall year for Intermediate Leagues. In the three sessions of
leagues the campers were split up into 4 teams with nine or ten kids per team. In the first
session the theme for the teams were local restaurants in the area. So, we had the Sofias,
the Lobster Pounds, the Kristas, and the KHOP’s. The finals were a basketball game
between the Lobster Pounds vs. the Kristas. The Kristas pulled through with a 60-56 win;
MVP was Chase Waxman.
In the second session the theme for the four teams were sports clothing brands.
So, we had the Nikes, the Adidas, the Champions, and the Jordans. The final was a soccer
game between the Jordans and the Adidas. The Adidas won in a blowout 7-2 with the
MVP going to Austin Ricker. In the final session of Leagues the theme of the teams was
West End Superhero names. So, we had the Misty’s, the Pyros, the Squantos, and the
Dusty’s. The final was a basketball game between the Misty’s and the Squantos. The
Squantos won 53-41 with the MVP going to Almonte Hank. I want to thank the four
coaches of Intermediate Leagues Sam Eggert, Spencer Quist, Victor Svedloff, and Jack
Meaney as well as all the refs for their hard work.

- Jarrid McElligott

JUNIOR DIVISION
WEEK MOST VALUABLE PLAYER
1.
Omar Quilter
2.
Noah Oppenheim
3.
Joey Cohen
4.
Quinn Donovan
5.
Griffin Yas
6.
Abrahm Richardson
7.
Caleb Reed
8.
Jeremy Freed

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMAN
Alex Hallion
Donte Barboza
Brian Barrera
Brandon Karp
Jack Zinman
Jaden Craig
Brandon Yarckin
Ryan Karp

INTERMEDIATE DIVISION
WEEK MOST VALUABLE PLAYER
OUTSTANDING SPORTSMAN
1.
Austin Dodes
Andrew White
2.
Houston Barenholtz
Phil Dure
3.
Ethan Seidman
Drew Seifer
4.
Declan Donovan
Ben Keller
5.
Jacob Sigel
Joe Connelly
6.
Jimmy Fitzhenry
Jake Yarckin
7.
Josh Kornbleuth
Ben Kaplan
8.
Yasin Mohamud
Sean Staples

SENIOR DIVISION
WEEK MOST VALUABLE PLAYER
1.
Victor Svedloff
2.
Ben Rexer
3.
Coby Tippett
4.
Bryce Smith
5.
Robbie Antonucci
6.
Quinn Albert
7.
Jack Lesser
8.
Sam Shapiro

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMAN
Alex Su
Enrico Roveda
Eric Benninghoff
Jack Meaney
Spencer Quist
Jake Yezerski
Aaron Karasik
Zach Miller

WEHC FIVE AND TEN YEAR CLUBS
As we began our second century in the summer of 2009, we were proud to unveil two new
plaques that are prominently displayed in the dining hall. The goal is to recognize and honor
campers and staff who have been at WEHC for five years and for ten years. We hold an induction
ceremony on Visiting Day. These committed individuals have been, and will continue to be, a
huge part of our success. They will proudly show their families now and in the future that they
are members of a special and exclusive club. The 2013 inductees are in bold. Congratulations
and thanks to all the West Enders who are listed below.
The Lepler Family Five Year Club Honoring Continuity, Tradition, and Excellence at
West End House Camp in Our Second Century
Chris Moriarty
Andrew DeMarco
Todd Zucker
Ben Yudysky
Ben Olins
Danny Bernard
Jake Leppo
Ben Liebman
Neal Zucker
David Voshchin
Matthew Shivers
Josh Singer
Jared Klapman
Joe McKinnon
Brion Rock
Doug Spink
Justin Avergon
Mike Kirsten
Mark Sands
Ian Solomon
Jeremy Zucker
Kevin Reyes
Zach Leppo
Ben Eggert
Eric Lesser
Jake Ryter
Roque Reyes
Jarrid McElligott
Jacob Leppo

Jonah Rappaport
Barrett Wilson
Marcus Tingling
Matt Yudysky
Jacob Sands
Mohamed Mohamud
Aidan Driscoll
Alex Hebert
Dominic Sands
Jacob Stetson
Zach Chason
Aaron Rappaport
Mitchell Lesser
Michael Katzen
Sam London
Jose Noyola
Mike Kirsten
Sam McGann
John Almeida
Denicio Campozano
Joey Cohen
Sam Eggert
Jason Feldman
Ian Finn
Ben Grosser
Adam Josephson
Panharith Kong

David Lach
Anthony LeBlanc
Vince Leppo
Jack Meaney
Ben Ryter
Neil Sharma
Corey White
Louis Shaevel
David Wong
Evan Swartz
Shin Tsujimura
Josh Mazur
Walden Ng
Thibaut Rochette
Gabe Sands
Zach Borim
Jordan Leppo
Matt Leppo
Asa Cressey
Kevin Wu
Sam Wong
Vajra Spring
Alex Su
Michael Oliveri
Steven Price
Colman Lydon
Farid Mawanda
Gabe Leppo
Alex Johnson

Jordan Cohen
Matthew Connelly
Jordan Chabot
J. Gonzales
Danny Brack
Jack Donaldson
Frank Dawson
Jake Yezerski
Oudom Seang
Matt Weisman
Raymond Wu
Evan Vale
Luke Stillman
Joe Rowland
Alex Romantz
Max Robert
Patrick O’Toole
Michael Messina
Isaac Merson
Eric McNeilly
Andrew
Mastrangelo
Jack Lesser
Joey LeBlanc
Matt Heim
Karl Hubbard
Anthony Shea

NEW MEMBERS
Dylan Ansel-Kelly
Noah Aspel
Matt Fischer
Anthony Folkes
Cam DeLuca
Keith Denning
Mike Goroshko
Gavin Healy
Joey Lydon
Max Lustig
Brandon McCrory
Yasin Mohamud
Matt Moriarty
Jalan Price
Aaron Promer
Austin Ricker
Nate Wright
Walter Thom

The Kublin Family Ten Year Club Honoring Continuity, Tradition, and Excellence at
West End House Camp in Our Second Century
Mike Stawowy
Jordan Shapiro
Josh Singer
NEW MEMBERS Jarrid McElligott
Ryan Wilensky
Jesse C-Golden
Ben Eggert
Matt Shivers
Zach Leppo
Brandon Avergon Andrew DeMarco
Eric Lesser
Brion Rock
Jonah Rappaport
Mike Jacobs
Jared Klapman
Roque Reyes
Neil Sharma
Barrett Wilson
Rashad Cudjoe
Todd Zucker
Jake Ryter
Jason Cohen
Danny Walsh
Alex Hebert

WORLD CUP
By: Ryan Wilensky
The Vuvuzelas were back again for World Cup 2013. After graduating most its
dominating squad, Greece was in a rebuilding season and the field knew it was a wide open
event. The big adjustment made this year was to allow 2 teams from each division into the
playoffs to keep more teams alive. This adjustment was huge as almost every single team had a
chance at the playoffs with 1 game left to go. The top team in the World Division for the
preliminary games was South Africa led by Coach Mike Sullivan, Ben Rexer, Jordan Sarnie,
Brandon Buckman and Alex Joseph. England won the Europe division, led by Coach Louis
Shaevel. South Africa lost a heartbreaking final in 2012 after having the most points going in.
Luck was not on their side again as they got bounced by division rival, Mexico, led by Coach
Stephane Rhynd and G1 veteran Sam Eggert. Mexico was trying to be the first World Cup
country to win the crown twice as they headed into the finals. In the Europe Division, England
staved off a game France squad led by Coach Eric Lesser, as Azul Northcross hit a huge half-court
shot for England. In the finals, England defeated Mexico as Kenny Schecter reminded us all of
Devin Shaw’s heroics for team Brazil in World Cup 2011, by nailing a half-court shot so his
teammates could get back in. The Golden Ball award was given to Enrico Roveda, but could
easily have been given to Anthony Folkes, Alex Smith-Lin, and several other players.
All teams had a legitimate chance for the playoffs, except Brazil, which is still reloading
after being a dominant team in the past. However, they should be back with Joey Lydon, former
Golden Ball recipient leading the way. The key to winning World Cup is retaining your players,
as players are on the same countries year to year. Looking at World Cup 2014, I like South Africa
to be in the mix as well as USA with Jack Lesser and China with Austin Dodes returning. China
has to find a way to get past the Handball hurdle, which has plagued them in the past.
Next year we are starting a new West End tradition called “Triple Crown.” To win the
“Triple Crown,” a camper must win the World Cup, Desert War and Color War in the same year.
The odds of this happening to an 8-week camper are exactly 48-1. This year we had exactly 28
campers who were eligible participating in all 3. So, in a given year it is likely that 1 or 0 campers
will achieve the “Triple Crown.” Despite this, Anthony Folkes was able to achieve this milestone
and will have his name on the newly formed plaque along with Ian Finn, Kevin Wu, and Farid
Mawanda who have done it in the recent past. Can’t wait to find out who will be the next
winner. World Cup is by far the hardest to win statistically speaking, as there are 12 teams,
unlike Desert War and Color War, which have 2.

World Cup Champions
2010 – Mexico over Ireland – coached by David Lach (Golden Ball: Ian Finn)
2011 – Brazil over Greece – coached by Roque Reyes (Golden Ball: Joey Lydon)
2012 – Greece over South Africa – coached by Mason Williams (Golden Ball: Farid
Mawanda)
2013 – England over Mexico – coached by Louis Shaevel (Golden Ball: Enrico Roveda)

WORLD CUP 2013 Teams
Battle for Random Togetherness

Cold War

South Africa - Mike

China - Rock

USA - Darren

Russia- Barrett

Ben Rexer (S)
Alejandro Castillo (S)
Myat Thu (S)
Jordan Sarnie (I)
Brandon Buckman (I)
Alex Joseph (I)
Riley Bloch (J)
Davante Sealey (J)
Corey Perkins (J)

Dylan Nottingham (S)
Javier Tascon (S)
Brandon McCrory (S)
Austin Dodes (I)
Nick Akerstein (I)
Ben Kaplan (I)
Mohaned Aljundi (J)
Laurent Delhomme (J)
Donte Barboza (J)

Dana Staples (S)
Jack Lesser (S)
Jack Dolan (S)
Gavin Healy (S)
Andrew Hallion (I)
Aaron Cheng (I)
Zyaire Abney (J)
Brandon Karp (J)
Ryan Karp (J)

Victor Svedloff (S)
Brendan Sanders (S)
Jermaine Kizito (S)
Eddie Benson (I)
Max Brody (I)
Audriel Guante (I)
Omar Quilter (J)
Mohamed Aljundi (J)
Nasir Simon (J)

Battle for Latin America

Battle for the Mediterranen

Brazil - Leppo

Mexico - Stephane

Italy - McElligott

Greece - Jonah

Denicio Campezano (S)
Alex Su (S)
Juan Tascon (S)
Joey Lydon (I)
Mathew Quimby (I)
Connor Zhong (J)
Zylas Abney (J)
George Zabalou (J)
Nursik Issatayev (J)

Sam Eggert (S)
Raymond Wu (S)
Tyler Chheng (S)
Sean Staples (I)
Jose Delgado (I)
Trevor Kelly (I)
Finn Shea (J)
Noah Oppenheim (J)
Kevin Barrera (J)

Jack Meaney (S)
Nick Dolan (S)
Bernardo Pinzon (S)
Brady Buckman (I)
Toby Morollo (I)
Jack Rowland (I)
Jonah Bloch (J)
Blake Masse (J)
Josh Sandelin (J)

Kevin Wu (S)
Diego Rivera (S)
Jacob Denning (S)
Joe Rowland (S)
Houston Barenholtz (I)
Andrew White (I)
Alex Hallion (J)
Brian Barrera (J)
Sincere Northcross (J)

Battle of the British Isles

Battle for the Pyrenees

England - Louis

Ireland - Tyler

France - Lesser

Spain - Tim

Anthony Folkes (S)
Alex Smith-Lin (S)
Enrico Rovedo (S)
Kenny Schechter (I)
Azul Northcross (I)
Kensley Griner (J)
Camari Wilson (J)
Lanse Dorcelus (J)
Coleman Ballweg (J)
Isaiah Sanders (I)

Anthony Ross (S)
Walden Ng (S)
Danny Ryan (S)
Philip Dure (I)
Juan Ruiz (I)
Ben Mehra (I)
Phoenix Almonte (J)
Liam Rowland (J)
Jordan Levey (J)

Kevin Rivera (S)
Gabe Sands (S)
Brandon Quimby (S)
Yasin Mohamud (I)
Adam Staples (I)
Chase Waxman (I)
Jeremy Gonzalez (J)
Gabriel Da Silva (J)
Michael Dorcelus (J)

Spencer Quist (S)
Carlos Tascon (S)
Corron Wilson (S)
Alan Qiu (I)
Josh Kornblueth (I)
Graham Nelson (I)
Tyrese Sealy (J)
Zamayne Abney (J)
Benjamin Hsu (J)

WORLD CUP 2013 RESULTS
EUROPE
Morning
Points
Ireland

W

L

L

England

W

W

L

France

L

W

W

Greece

W

L

W

Italy

L

L

W

Spain

L

W

L

3
7
7
7
3
3

Afternoon
L

L

W

W

W

L

L

L

W

W

W

L

L

T

W

W

T

L

WORLD
1
2
3
4
5
6

Night

Points

3
7
4
7
4
4

Points

L

L

W

W

W

L

L

W

W

L

L

L

W

L

W

W

W

L

4
6
7
0
7
6

EUROPE

South Africa
Mexico
China
USA
Russia
Brazil

21
19
17
17
9
4

1
2
3
4
5
6

England
France
Greece
Italy
Spain
Ireland

20
18
14
14
13
10

WORLD
Morning

Afternoon

Points

Brazil

L

L

L

USA

W

L

L

Mexico

W

L

W

South Africa

W

W

W

Russia

L

W

L

China

L

W

W

0
3
7
10
4
6

T

L

L

W

W

W

L

T

W

L

W

L

T

L

L

W

T

W

Night

Points

1
10
5
3
1
8

Points

W

L

L

T

W

L

W

L

W

T

W

W

L

L

W

L

W

L

3
4
7
8
4
3

WORLD CUP 2013 RESULTS morning
MORNING
SPORT

TEAMS

RESULT

MVP

Jack Lesser
Ben Rexer
Sam Eggert

Brazil
China
Russia

V.
V.
V.

USA
S. Africa
Mexico

Crab Soccer
Kickball
Ultimate

USA 7, Brazil 1
S. Africa 7, China 4
Mexico 17, Russia 5

China
Russia
Brazil

V.
V.
V.

Mexico
USA
S. Africa

Crab Soccer
Kickball
Ultimate

China 8, Mexico 0
Russia 8, USA 7
S. Africa 23, Brazil 10

B. McCrory
Eddie Benson
Jordan Sarnie

Russia
Brazil
China

V.
V.
V.

S. Africa
Mexico
USA

Crab Soccer
Kickball
Ultimate

S. Africa 8, Russia 3
Mexico 6, Brazil 3
China 14, USA 5

Alex Joseph
Sean Staples
Ben Kaplan

Spain
Ireland
Greece

V.
V.
V.

England
France
Italy

Relays
Volleyball
Handball

England 5, Spain 3
Ireland 2, France 0
Greece 19, Italy 5

Alex Smith-Lin
Liam Rowland
Alex Hallion

France
Spain
England

V.
V.
V.

Greece
Italy
Ireland

Relays
Volleyball
Handball

France 8, Greece 2
Spain 2, Italy 0
England 30, Ireland 23

Chase Waxman
Tyrese Sealey
Lanse Dorcelus

Ireland
England
Spain

V.
V.
V.

Italy
Greece
France

Relays
Volleyball
Handball

Italy 6, Ireland 4
Greece 2, England 0
France 21, Spain 16

Jack Meaney
Alex Hallion
Yasmo

WORLD CUP 2013 RESULTS afternoon
TEAMS

SPORT

RESULT

MVP

Brazil
USA
China

V.
V.
V.

Russia
Water Hoops
Mexico
Regatta
S. Africa Wiffleball

Russia 4, Brazil 4 (tie)
winner: USA
China 6, S. Africa 5

Omar + Lydon
Andrew Hallion
L. Delhomme

Mexico
Brazil
Russia

V.
V.
V.

China
S. Africa
USA

Water Hoops
Regatta
Wiffleball

Mexico 8, China 8 (tie)
winner: S. Africa
USA 6, Russia 3

Donte + Noah
Ben Rexer
Dana Staples

USA
Russia
Brazil

V.
V.
V.

S. Africa
China
Mexico

Water Hoops
Regatta
Wiffleball

USA 9, S. Africa 7
winner: China
Mexico 4, Brazil 3

Brandon Karp
Max Brody
Sam Eggert

Spain
Greece
England

V.
V.
V.

Ireland
Italy
France

Crab Soccer
Kickball
Ultimate

Spain 6, Ireland 2
Greece 4, Italy 3
England 6, France 4

Greece
V.
England V.
Spain
V.

France
Ireland
Italy

Crab Soccer
Kickball
Ultimate

Greece 7, France 1
England 10, Ireland 3
Spain 11, Italy 11 (tie)

England
Spain
Greece

Italy
France
Ireland

Crab Soccer
Kickball
Ultimate

Italy 4, England 3
France 3, Spain 2
Ireland 18, Greece 6

V.
V.
V.

Josh Kornbleuth
Alex Hallion
Anthony Folkes
Diego Rivera
Enrico Roveda
Quist + Brady
Bernardo Pinzon
Chase Waxman
Walden Ng

WORLD CUP 2013 RESULTS night
TEAMS

USA
Mexico
Brazil

V.
V.
V.

SPORT

S. Africa
Russia
China

Relays
Volleyball
Handball

RESULT

MVP

USA 5, S. Africa 5 TIED Zyaire Abney
Sam Eggert
Mexico 2, Russia 0
Joey Lydon
Brazil 32, China 31

China
USA
S. Africa

V.
V.
V.

Russia
Brazil
Mexico

Relays
Volleyball
Handball

China 10, Russia 0
USA 2, Brazil 1
S. Africa 23, Mexico 21

Dylan
Nottingham
Jack Lesser
Alex Joseph

Brazil
China
USA

V.
V.
V.

Mexico
S. Africa
Russia

Relays
Volleyball
Handball

Mexico 6, Brazil 3
S. Africa 2, China 1
Russia 62, USA 48

Noah
Oppenheim
Riley Bloch
Max Brody

Ireland
France
Spain

V.
V.
V.

Italy
England
Greece

Water Hoops
Regatta
Wiffleball

Italy 11, Ireland 10
winner: England
Spain 5, Greece 4

Blake Masse
Enrico Rovedo
Corron Wilson

Greece
Ireland
Italy

V.
V.
V.

England
Spain
France

Water Hoops
Regatta
Wiffleball

England 4, Greece 2
winner: Spain
France 3, Italy 2

Kenny Schechter
Spencer Quist
Gabe Sands

Spain
Greece
Ireland

V.
V.
V.

France
Italy
England

Water Hoops
Regatta
Wiffleball

France 9, Spain 8
winner: Italy
Ireland 8, England 4

Yasmo
Jack Meaney
Ben Mehra

World Cup Semi-finals Bombardment
EUROPE:
WORLD:

England defeats France
Mexico defeats S. Africa

MVP: Azul Northcross
MVP: Sam Eggert

World Cup Finals Bombardment
FINALS:

England defeats Mexico

MVP: Kenny Schechter

GOLDEN BALL (MVP of World Cup): Enrico Rovedo

Desert War 2013
CRIMSON

WAVE

ZACH LEPPO

NEIL SHARMA

ZACH CHASON

JORDY COHEN

JOEY COHEN

MIKE KATZEN

CRAIG BEBERMAN

MITCH LESSER

Color Rush 2013
Round One- Wave
Round Two- Tied
Round Three- Crimson
Round Four- Crimson
Round Five- Wave
Round Six- Tied
Round Seven- Wave
Round Eight- Crimson
Ironman 2013Winner: Wave
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Bryce Smith
Wave
Jack Lesser
Crimson
Spencer Quist
Crimson
Coby Tippett
Crimson
Jack Meaney
Crimson
Victor Svedloff
Wave
Luke Stillman
Wave
Eric Benninghoff Wave
Andrew Garfield Wave
Dylan Nottingham Wave

17:59:60
18:15:22
18:22:91
18:26:69
18:36:25
19:08:78
19:29:84
19:56:03
20:28:21
20:33:94

Conquest 2013
1 (Running): Crimson [5 pts]
2 (Bear Crawl): Crimson [10 pts]
3 (Inside Hula Hoop): Wave [5 pts]
4 (Touching Hula Hoop): Crimson [5 pts]
5 (Canoes): Crimson [10 pts]
6 (Moving Medicine Ball): Crimson [10 pts]
7 (Eggs): Crimson [10 pts]
8 (Height Order): Crimson [5 pts]
9 (Telephone): Crimson [5 pts]
10 (Penalty Kicks): Wave [10 pts]
Capture the Flag 2013
Junior Round One- Crimson (Ben Shocket)
Senior Round One - Wave (Bryce Smith)
Junior Round Two- Crimson (Noah Oppenheim)
Senior Round Two- Crimson (Coby Tippett)
Junior Round Three- Wave (Josh Kornbleuth)
Senior Round Three- Crimson (Gabe Sands)
Junior Round Four- Wave (Josh Kornbleuth)
Senior Round Four- Crimson (Brady Buckman)
Junior Round Five- Crimson (Jonathan Kraus)

The Final Score of Desert War:
314-218 Crimson

2013 Iron Man
Board
1. JACOB STETSON 17:55 Fortune ‘12
2. BRYCE SMITH 17:59:60 Wave ‘13
3. JACK LESSER 18:15:22 Crimson ‘13
4. SPENCER QUIST 18:22:91 Crimson ‘13
5. BEN MACDONALD 18:25:62 Heart ‘11
6. COBY TIPPETT 18:26:29 Crimson ‘13
7. JACOB STETSON 18:29:63 Heart ‘11
8. JACK MEANEY 18:36:25 Crimson ‘13
9. BEN MACDONALD 18:37:72 Night ‘10
10. LOUIS SHAEVEL 18:57:94 Day ‘10

2013 Desert War Teams
Crimson
Coby Tippett
Tyler Smith
Brandon McCrory
Jack Meaney
Spencer Quist
Anthony Ross
Sam Eggert
Anthony Folkes
Kevin Rivera
Jack Lesser
Sam Shapiro
Enrico Roveda Deleon
Isaiah Bedsole
Gabe Sands
Jack Dolan
Diego Rivera
Juan Jose Tascon
Jake Yezerski
Alejandro Castillo
Raymond Wu
Austin Ricker
Quinn Donovan
Aidan Connelly
Jonathan Kraus
Joe Connelly
Kenneth Kwong
Cory Zhou
Kyle Mickelson
Nick Akerstein
Andy Wang
Aaron Cheng

Wave
Bryce Smith
Max Robert
Luke Stillman
Victor Svedloff
Eric Benninghoff
Jalen Price
Jack Donaldson
Matt Fisher
Kevin Wu
Dylan Nottingham
Andrew Garfield
Bernardo Pinzon
Benjamin Dick
Liam Flood
Javier Trujillo Tascon
Nico Yamin
Carlos Tascon
Jacob Denning
Joe Rowland
Evan Vale
Josh Kornbleuth
Brandon Buckman
Ben Kaplan
Yasin Mohamud
Adam Zhou
Aaron Xu
Alexander Beals
Eddie Benson
Toby Morollo
Robert Beals
Michael Dremov

Gott/G1
Gott/G1
Gott/G1
Gott/G1
Gott/G1
Gott/G1
Gott/G1
Gott/G1
Gott/G1
1A/1B
1A/1B
1A/1B
1A/1B
1A/1B
1A/1B
1A/1B
1A/1B
1A/1B
1A/1B
1A/1B
3A/3B
3A/3B
3A/3B
3A/3B
3A/3B
3A/3B
3A/3B
3A/3B
3A/3B
3A/3B
3A/3B

Crimson

Wave

Noah Oppenheim
Josh Wolf
Alex Hallion
Matthew Kern
Brandon Karp
Owen Potter
Ben Shocket
Gabriel DaSilva
Ryan Karp
Riley Bloch
Zach Waxman
Benjamin Wong
Kieran Flood
Jordan Levey
Nursik Issatayev
Devon Dodd
Joey Lydon
Ethan Seidman
Philip Dure
Almonte Henk
Alex Joseph
Joop Segal
Jordan Sarnie
Matt Paluzzi
Audriel Guante
Brady Buckman
Andrew Hallion
Ben Keller
Sam Fortier
Timothy Chu
Daniel Volfson
Jermaine Kizito

Joey Cohen
Alberto Terrazas
Marcos Soto
Rodrigo Cuesta
John McLaughlin
Kevin Barrera
Brian Barrera
Liam Rowland
Christopher Chun
Tim Beinborn
Ryan Torres
Connor Zhong
Josh Sandelin
Finn Shea
Antonio Torres
Jonah Bloch
Declan Donovan
C. Dipietrantonio
Immanuel Mohan
Houston Barenholtz
Chase Waxman
Nyindu Kabangu
Austin Dodes
Joey Leblanc
Gabe Martinez
Drew Seifer
Alex Guertin
Sean Staples
Robert Kearney
Brendan Flood
Sam Breault

5's/2B
5's/2B
5's/2B
5's/2B
5's/2B
5's/2B
5's/2B
5's/2B
5's/2B
5's/2B
5's/2B
5's/2B
5's/2B
5's/2B
5's/2B
5's/2B
4's/2A
4's/2A
4's/2A
4's/2A
4's/2A
4's/2A
4's/2A
4's/2A
4's/2A
4's/2A
4's/2A
4's/2A
4's/2A
4's/2A
4's/2A
4's/2A

Night Activities 2013
During Staff Week (before the campers arrive at camp), the counselors had a contest to see who
could come up with the best new Night Activity. From that contest emerged the winning Night
Activity, Lava, which was led by Ian Finn and Jarrid McElligott. In this game, which was used for
league points, each team had to complete “challenges” such as getting their entire team from
one side of the Rec Hall to the other without touching the ground. Also, there was a Night
Activity group led by Louis Shaevel, which came up with one of the best Night Activities all
summer in “Trifecta.” Trifecta can best be described as a combination of “Color Rush” and
“Team Handball.” We used this night activity twice this summer and it was a huge success each
time. Thanks to all of the staff who participated in this contest for coming up with creative
ideas. This challenge led to 7 great new night activities in the last 5 years (Inferno, WestEndo,
Murder Mystery, Domination, Walking Dead, and now Trifecta and Lava).
June 23: Camper Orientation
June 24: Stanley Cup Finals
June 25: Counselor Hunt
June 26: Monte Carlo Night
June 27: Domination
June 28: Murder Mystery
June 29: Trifecta
June 30: House Game 1 – vs. RH
July 1: Prize or Consequence
July 2: Jr + Int. Jujube/Sr. Clubs
July 3: Challenge the Staff
July 4: BBQ, World Cup Prep, Bonfire, Story with Bill
July 5: World Cup
July 6: Awards Banquet, League Championships
July 7: Watermelon
July 8: Bombardment/Camper Orientation
July 9: Inferno
July 10: Liar’s Club
July 11: Gladiators
July 12: Gold Rush
July 13: Super Monopoly
July 14: Watermelon
July 15: Bunk Wars
July 16: Trifecta
July 17: Assassins – DESERT WAR is NOW
July 18: Desert War - Capture the Flag
July 19: Beach Resort
July 20: Awards Banquet, League Championships

July 21: Watermelon
July 22: Challenge the Staff
July 23: Jai Alai
July 24: Elections
July 25: Domination
July 26: Auction Part 1
July 27: Auction Part 2/Murder Mystery
July 28: Watermelon
July 29: Lava/Stock Market
July 30: Walking Dead
July 31: Gold Rush
August 1: House Game 2 – vs. Winaukee
August 2: All-Stars Part 1
August 3: All-Stars Part 2
August 4: Watermelon
August 5: Liar’s Club – Color War Edition Sr + Int.
August 6: Treasure Hunt/ Jr. Jujubee
August 7: COLOR WAR is NOW- Tugs
August 8: Sr. Apache/Jr. Spelling Bee
August 9: Jr. Apache/Sr. Spelling Bee
August 10: Triple Omelet Games
August 11: Song Night Practice
August 12: Song Night – END OF COLOR WAR
August 13: Bombardment/Name Game
August 14: Bunk Activities (2B camp out/Gott Trip)
August 15: Funtown Trip to Saco/ Story with Bill
August 16: Awards Night
August 17: Campers Leave

West End Election Winners 2013
Elections for the West End House Cabinet took place on July 24th. Each candidate had to
make a speech in front of the camp and field questions, in a Town Hall style format, from our
distinguished panel of former Cabinet Members who have retired. Emerging from these
contentious elections were the following campers. Thanks to all campers who showed enough
courage to run for office and to Jonah Rappaport for acting as the Secretary of State and
certifying each candidate. Because of the bureaucracy in past years with too many elected
officials, the Constitution was amended to reduce the number of elected officials in order to
create more emphasis on those who got elected by their peers. Cabinet meetings were held
during the summer and were sponsored by Dunkin’ Donuts.

4:15 Fruit Facilitator Junior
4:15 Fruit Facilitator Senior
Junior Postmaster
Senior Postmaster
Junior League Assistant
Senior League Assistant
Junior Sergeant at Arms
Senior Sergeant at Arms
Junior Liaison to the Cook
Senior Liaison to the Cook
Vice President
President

Operate and advocate for 4:15 Fruit distribution
Operate and advocate for 4:15 Fruit distribution
Distribute and coordinates camp mail
Distribute and coordinates camp mail
Assists in League scheduling and announcing
Assists in League scheduling and announcing
Raises and lowers the flag, defends camp and
provides military expertise
Raises and lowers the flag defends camp and
provides military expertise
Helps consult about the Food Distribution
Helps consult about the Food Distribution
Is available if the President is unable to execute his
duties. Also, serves as a consultant.
Is in charge of the camp from a camper perspective.

Jack Zinman
Noah Stonehill
Brandon Goldberg
Sean Staples
Brandon Karp
Drew Seifer
Josh Kornbleuth
Sam Eggert
Caleb Reed
Jack Meaney
Yasmo
Walden Ng

All-Stars 2013
5A
Ben Shocket
Antonio Agard
Luke Moriarty
Ryan Torres

3B
Josh Kornbleuth
Austin Ricker
Brandon Buckman
Aidan Connelly
Jake Yarkin
1A
Jack Lesser
Alex Romantz
Walden Ng
Jake Yezerski
Zach Zysk

SUPER DUPER STAR

36.5
17
13
12

23.3
15.3
14
10.6
10.3

32
17
16
11
10

5B
Jaden Craig
Abrahn Richardson
Aaron Richardson
Michael Sudkin

4A
Jacob Sigel
Drew Seifer
Matt Noah
Chase Waxman

1B
Sam Shapiro
Arturo De La Torre
Patrick O'Toole
Matt Moriarty
Mike Goroshko
Nik Aepfelbacher

25
19.3
14.3
12

23

12
11
10

18.3
16
15.8
14
11
10.3

Jimmy Fitzhenry

37

Ben Shocket
Jack Lesser
Joey Cohen

36.5
32
30

2B
Joey Cohen
Caleb Reed
Brandon Yarckin
Griffin Yas

4B
Jimmy Fitzhenry
Juan C. Gonzalez
Andrew Hay
Joey LeBlanc
Alex Joseph
GOTTLIEB
Jordan Chabot
Aaron Karasik
Luke Stillman
Jack Donaldson

30
22
15
11

37
14.5
11
10.3
10

27
20
16.3
16.3

3A
Austin Richardson
Jeremy Freed
Fort D'Ampolo
Cole Lepler
Jake Sudkin

20.5
17.5
15.5
14.5
12

2A
Robbie Antonucci
Kololo Turay
Quinn Albert
Will Russo

26.3
22
14
12

G1 + others
Bryce Smith
Victor Svedloff
Tyler Smith
Sam Eggert
Jack Meaney
Denicio Campozano

20
16
14.5
11
11
10.5

Coby Tippett

10

Events
Soccer Shootout
Dash
Broad Jump

Softball Throw
Football Punt
Frisbee Throw

Underwater Swim
Wiffleball Homers
Spelling Test

Basketball shots
Pull Ups
Archery

Junior One-on-One Basketball Ladder
#1

Joey Cohen

2B

#2

Griffin Yas

2B

#3

Josh Wolf

2B

#4

Fortunato D’Ampolo

3A

#5

Brandon Karp

2B

#6

Jeremy Freed

3A

#7

Eddie Benson

3A

#8

Austin Richardson

3A

#9

Drew Rosenberg

2B

#10

Zach Maslow

2B

#11

Corey Perkins

5B

#12

Aaron Richardson

5B

#13

Abrahm Richardson

5B

#14

Michael Sudkin

5B

#15

Zach Waxman

5A

#16

Brandon Goldberg

5B

#17

Jaden Craig

5B

#18

Jordon Colon

5B

#19

Ryan Torres

5A

#20

Ben Shocket

5A

#21

Antonio Agard

5A

#22

Michael Colon

5A

Intermediate One-on-One Basketball Ladder
#1

Jimmy Fitzhenry

4B

#2

Almonte Henk

4A

#3

Chase Waxman

4A

#4

4B

#6

Houston
Barenholtz
Juan Carlos
Gonzales
Teddy Donnellan

4A

#7

Austin Dodes

4B

#8

Alex Joseph

4B

#9

Jacob Segal

4A

#10

Brady Buckman

4B

#11

YASMO

3B

#12

Matt Noah

3B

#5

#13

4B

Brandon
Buckman
#14 Jordan Goldberg

3B
4A

#15 Josh Kornblueth

4A

#16

Joe Connelly

2A

#17

Ben Kaplan

3B

Senior One-on-One Basketball Ladder
#1

Tyler Smith

Got.

#2

Coby Tippett

Got.

#3

Bryce Smith

Got.

#4

Sam Shapiro

1B

#5

Victor Svedloff

G1

#6

Sam Eggert

G1

#7

Jack Meaney

G1

#8

Pat O’Toole

1B

#9

Got.

#10

Andrew
Mastrangelo
Spencer Quist

#11

Jack Lesser

1A

#12

Got.

#13

James “Babyface”
Dunlea
Quinn Albert

#14

Jalan Price

Got.

#15

G1

#16

Denicio
Campozano
Aaron Karasik

Got.

#17

Anthony Folkes

G1

#18

2A

#19

Robbie
Antonucci
Alex Romantz

1A.

#20

Peter Wynn

Got.

G1

2A

#21

Ben Burns

1B

#22

Luke Stillman

Got.

#23

Gabe Sands

1B

#24

Zach Miller

1B

#25

Kevin Wu

Got.

#26

Matt Fischer

Got.

#27

Brendan
Delaney
Jack Donaldson

2A

#28
#29

Got.
1A

#30

Dylan
Nottingham
Ari Natansohn

#31

Mike Goroshko

1B

#32

Jake Yezerski

1A

#33

Noah Stonehill

2A

#34

Adam Kimball

1A

#35

Walden Ng

1A

#36

Raymond Wu

1A

#37

Daniel Volfson

2A

#38

Evan Vale

1A

#39

Alejandro
DeLeon

1B

1B

Staff One-on-One Basketball Ladder
#1

Tyler Randolph

Got.

#2

Jarrid McElligott

3B

#3

Barrett Wilson

5A

#4

Mark Karmiy

5B

#5

Zach Chason

3A

#6

Danny Brack

Got.

#7

Stephane Rhynd

5B

#8

Darren Gens

2A

#9

Brion Rock

G1

#10

Kris Williams

4A

#11

Panharith Kong

4B

#12

Zach Leppo

3A

#13

Neil Sharma

1A

#14

Joey Cohen

1A

#15

Nate Wright

3A

#16

Mitchell Lesser

1B

#17

Eric Lesser

4B

#18

Mike Sullivan

1B

#19

Ian Finn

Got.

#20

Louis Shaevel

4A

#21

Craig Beberman

2A

#22

Jonah Rappaport

2B

#23

Jordy Cohen

5A

#24

Eric McNeilly

4A

#25

Steven Price

3B

#26

Matt Leppo

5A

#27

Cam DeLuca

1A

#28

3B

#29

Aaron
Rappaport
Keith Denning

#30

Noah Aspel

2B

#31

Tim Dure

2B

#32

Aaron Promer

5B

#33

Anthony LeBlanc

1A

#34

Jason Feldman

3A

#35

Matt Weisman

5B

#36

Joseph Zhang

2B

#37

1B
2A
3A

#40

Ignacio De La
Torre
Mike Katzen
Dylan AnselKelly
Ryan Wilensky

#41

Brian Bartlett

4A

#38
#39

4B

2013 CHESS LADDER FINALS
Thanks to all who participated. Chess again proved popular on a formal and informal
basis and matches were often in evidence in the dining hall after 4:15 Fruit and after
Cake and Milk. Special mention to Noah Stonehill, who held the lead over Bill
Margolin until that fateful day before Color War….

Bill Margolin
Noah Stonehill
Danny Walsh
Mike Ruzycky
Barrett Wilson
Victor Svedlov
Ben Keller
Ryan Karp
Houston Barenholtz
James Lee
Sean Staples
Other active participants during the season included Nursik Issatayev, Tyler Randolph,
Anthony Folkes, and Kevin Barrera.

Tender West Enders
By Ryan Wilensky
Back again, the Tender West Enders, the camp’s community service group, set out to
help out the local area. This year we focused more on camper participation, so it was mostly
Gottlieb and G1, with celebrity appearances from Jack Lesser and Sam Shapiro mixed in.
Campers can certainly use this time to fulfill their Community Service obligations for their
schools. Led by Joey Cohen and me, we took a drive out to see our old friend, Jane Bryant, who
is best described as the “Unofficial Grandmother of Limerick.” On our first trip to help Jane,
who is in her early 90s, we started off by meeting her El Parka, Filipe. Filipe is the mascot of the
Tender West Enders and we have several pictures of him from the last couple of years. After
posing and hanging out with Filipe, we cleaned off the side of the road for a couple of hours.
Anthony Folkes was a beast raking and won an easy MVP. We took about 15 campers on this
trip, which took place on July 3rd. Jane was very pleased with our work and many townspeople
honked and waved in thanks for our hard work.
Again, we set out to help Jane out on July 24th. She likes meeting on Wednesdays
because that is the day the town dump is open in Limerick. Again, we cleaned up the streets
and picked up a ton of trash along the road. I think my mini-crew of Max Lustig and Luke
Stillman picked up over 1,000 items of trash. This trip was not as successful as the first as we
were told we were going to clean up Filipe’s barn area, so we came prepared with gardening
tools, etc. However, the Tenders don’t complain and can adjust to a change of game plan on the
fly. On the way home from Limerick, the Tenders stopped off at Kennard’s to pick up trash in
order for everyone to enjoy our precious beach. This took about 30 minutes. But, it really was a
prelude to the Color War start that would happen 2 weeks later, on Wednesday, August 7th.
Finally, the Tenders went out on Wednesday, August 7th at 12:30. The reason given was
to free up a lunch table for the Girl’s camp to come visit. The real reason was to set a diversion
so that nobody would think Color War was starting while the Tenders were gone. Oh, how
wrong everyone was. We did go to Kennard’s to pick up trash for about 30 minutes. Next in the
plan was to go to Kezar Falls to pick up trash. HOWEVER…as we passed camp and headed up to
the softball fields, I stopped the van and screamed “Color War is Now, get out of the van.” The
Tenders were quite confused, but pumped when they realized it was no joke. Can’t wait until
next year when we take our first drive to see good old Jane Bryant, hoping she had a healthy
year.

“WE DO GOOD STUFF!”

5A Sayings and We Leaves
Devante Sealy- “Can you take me fishing?” “When is general swim?”
Trying to sleep through breakfast, Devante’s blanket
Coleman Ballweg- “The food is so good!” “Can you give me the juice?”
Packers hat, enjoying cleaning the bathroom, blue sneakers
Mohaned Aljundi- “Can I shower first?” “When are we playing soccer?”
Cleanest bed, great attitude, good rookie year
Zyaire Abney- “Quarter” “I love Pokemon”
Freshest cut in camp, great rookie year, shoes halfway on
Sincere Northcross- “Can we stay up late?” “What’s for cake and milk?”
Helpful in cleanup, tisk-tisk, purple shorts
Finn Shea- “Get off my bed” “I got another package”
Staying longer, Great rookie year
Jonah Bloch- “AHHHHHHHHHHH” “Needham is awesome”
World cup+ swimming shirt, Josh Sandelin
Riley Bloch- “I have a question…” “Stop that!”
South Africa shirt, Jonah+ Jordan
Jordan Levey- “Where is my package?” “Are we watching a movie?”
Packages, Jonah+ Riley
Nursik Issatayev- “Aaron…A-A-R-O-N” “everything”
Cool glasses, chess
Tim Beinborn- “Smile” “I call shower!”
Hopeful return for 2014, great Desert War
Chris Chun- “Can you ask Steve…” “Can we watch a movie?”
Tim, Easygoing in the bunk
Benjamin Wong- “Ahh! Bug!” “I’m afraid of bugs”
Phobia of bugs, comic books
Luke Moriarty- “Waiters” “What is color war?”
Triple mattress, bongo time
Michael Colon- “CRAZY DANCE”
Crazy Dance

Ben Shocket- “Where’s my package?” “Why?”
Food/packages all the time
Zack Waxman- “Awww come on” “Sweet shoes”
Nike elites, organized, hyperdunks
Antonio Agard- “DANGGG” “I’m from the hood”
Javaughn’s brother, gold earring, leggos
Ryan Torres- “It’s 4 o’clock fruit time” “Do I really have to shower?”
LAX Stick, LAX
Matt Goroshko- “You’re not the boss of me” “Wanna hear a song?”
Guitar, visiting day band
STAFF
Barrett Wilson (SC)- “STOOPS” “How am I looking?” “Please report to the council
ring with a bathing suit, towel, and something on your feet for…COLOR WAR!!”
Lettuce, Slenders, berks, ball, endless sarcasm, good looks
Jordy Cohen (2 CIT)- “Not only will you be playing in clubs…but you will be playing in
clubs!” “Hahahahahaha” “What up”
NS LAX penny, guitar, White Heat volleyball coach, good looks as well
Matty Leppo (1 CIT)-“Clean the bunk!” “Are you serious Shocket?”
Running, kitchen, running, running, steeplechase

5B Sayings and We Leaves
Lanse Dorcelus- “I didn’t do anything.” “Can we go on the Bongo?”
Snapbacks, last shower
Nasir Simon- “When’s general swim?” “Can I have your food?”
Talking about the 5B party
Corey Perkins- “When is first bell?” “I’m not doing my job”
Talking loud, being happy all the time, CP3
Zylas Abney- “What’s my job today?” “Was that 2nd bell?”
Dougie, dancing, being compared to his little brother
Josh Sandelin- “I love Kennards!” “I love Nicki Minaj.” “This is my jam!”
Tank Tops, Dancing, Jonah
Brian Barrera- “Let’s go!” “Greece is the best team!” “Can we go on the bongo??”

Great Attitude, Kevin, Gabe, Team Greece
Kevin Barrera- “I’m not waiter.” “I don’t wanna clean!” “We’re gonna win!”
Red Sox hat, Brian, Gabe, Leggos
Gabriel DaSilva- “I’ll do it!” “I’m tougher than you!” “We’re cousins!”
Always being waiter, Brian, great 1st year
Liam Rowland- “I’m a good camper! Right?” “What’s that?” “Stop it, Gabe!”
Curious Kid, tripled the fives, Mario Bathing suit
Matt Kern- “I’m not like my brother!” “Can we go on the bongo?” “I love soccer!”
Soccer, Sam, great kid, great 1st year
Alberto Terrazas- *Random Spanish Phrases* “It wasn’t me!”
Rodrigo, Marcos, Mexico, great 1st year
Rodrigo Cuesta- *Random Spanish Phrases* “I didn’t do it!” “ME!!??!!”
Alberto, Marcos, Mexico, soccer, great 1st year
Marcos Soto- *Random Questions* “Who’s that?” “What’s that?”
Curious, Alberto, Rodrigo, his hair
Connor Zhong- “I like chicken” “I took a shower, I swear!” “Stop it Josh”
Sleeping bag, random sentences, good kid
Antonio Torres- “He’s scaring me!” “Stop it guys!” “Can I turn the lights off?”
Flashlight, penguin, ninja hat
Jaden Craig- “I’m from New Jersey!” We won our leagues game!”
Dominant Color War, Brandon, great athlete
Brandon Goldberg- “Jordan’s my brother.” “You can’t have my food!”
Being a teddy bear, great swimmer, Jaden, Jordan
Michael Sudkin- “I want Sofias.” “I’m better than Jake.” “I like it here!!”
Jake, great camper, hopeful return
Aaron Richardson- “I’m not Abrahm!” “We don’t even look alike.” “No Competition.”
Great swimmer, Abrahm, Austin, Raiders hat
Abrahm Richardson- “I’m not Aaron!” “I don’t have glasses.” “Is it leagues yet?”
Aaron, athleticism, Austin
Jordan Colon- “I’m scared” “Michael’s my cousin”
Night light, good days

STAFF
Stephane Rhynd (SC)- “Clean the bunk!” “Be quiet!” “I hope I’m not on tennis.”
Happy bracelet, salami, Karmiy
Aaron Promer (2CIT)- “New Hampshire is awesome!” “I’m the fishing director.”
“Who wants to go fishing?” “You’re my boy!”
Leppo, New Hampshire, Fishing Director
Matty Weisman (1CIT)- “Get off my bed!” “Get your stuff out of my aisle!”
Dancing, his bed, clean area
Mark Karmiy (1CIT)- “Who wants to ball?” *Karmiys voice* “Remember High Senior
basketball Barrett?”
Stephane, NBA, his voice

2A Sayings and We Leaves
Phoenix Almonte- “Can we watch a movie?”
Awesome attitude, great kid, Spanish lessons
Jeremy Gonzalez- “Hey guess what?” “Wanna play cards?” “Can we go kayaking?”
“Can I play solitaire?”
His football, high-pitched laugh, his glasses
George Zabalou- “Can I sit on your bed?” “That’s not fair!” “I’m not waking up! No!”
“Can I have some of your protein?”
His competitive drive, bunk bed fort, House Game dance moves
Donte Barboza- “I’m telling you, I showered”
Cake and milk, wearing Darren’s hat, using Craig’s pillow, staying up until sunrise
Tyrese Sealy- “You’re aggravating!” “Get out of our cabin!” “Noooo, that was Donte
and Omar!” “You thought!”
Converses, hilarious kid, bunk bed fort
Benjamin Hsu- “Ahhhhhh”
Computer whiz, using Katzen’s fan
Omar Quilter- “You’re so annoying” “Carmelo Anthony is the best in the NBA”
Swimming skills, great athlete, Brianna, corn rows, bunk bed fort, Carmelo
Mohamed Aljundi- “Can you take us tubing?” “Can you take us swimming?”
Card tricks, Arabic, good swimmer

Kensley Griner- “He’s dating Elizabeth Warren”
His big smallness, great sense of humor, dougie master
Connor Zhong- “I like pie”
His energy, his flashlight, sugar rushes
Jermaine Kizito- “Nah nah nah, we cool right?” “Are there girls in New Hampshire?”
“Really?”
Sink, rec hall, dice, Sam’s bed, and 20 questions
Matt Paluzzi- “Dayummm”, “Jermaine!”
Raps, Time magazine, baseball
Sam Breault– Guys, I’m trying to watch a movie, quiet down”
Movies, knee, lots of questions, 29 points a game
Nyindu Kabangu- “Clean the bunk!” “Jermaine, why are you on your bed?”
“Immanuel!”
Clean-up runner, basketball player, loud, good athlete, twerking
Immanuel Mohan- “Desert war was sick”, “I’m gonna be a varsity wrestler”
Great kid, baller, strong
Timothy Chu- “Camp is great”
Quiet, respectful, wrestling
Joop Segal- “I’m 15, why am I in this bunk?” “You wish you could get this 6 pack”
Fast, ripped, nice guy
Quinn Albert- “Robbie!”
Pink volleyball, Yonas
Robbie Antonucci- “Stonehill’s laugh!” “Quinn!”
False Color War start, Jade
Brendan Delaney- “Stonehill, we’re laughing at you, not with you”
Craig’s computer, Amanda
Brett Middleton- “Meow”
Kajsa, boys with Bebes
Carl Devis- “Michael...”
Michael and Jordan, nicest kid, sharing food
Daniel Volfson- “Tear,” “I can speak ghettoese”
6 great weeks, books, Boston Latin

Noah Stonehill- “Hold me back! Hold me back!” “I have feelings yanno,” “Ha ha ha.”
“How much does a polar bear weigh?”
Fruit cup, polar bear joke, owl joke, late night laughter
Will Russo- “In Fairfield I get mad girls” “I just mopped in there!”
Cleanup hero, great swimmer
Matt Russo- “Can you take us tubing?”
Tubing shorts, good first Color War
Will Johnson- “Can we go fishing?”
Fishing shirt, unlimited random facts
Paul du Toit- “I bleached the entire bathroom”
Cleanup hero, the water bottle, absolute boss
STAFF
Craig Beberman- “I’m so heated” “You kidding me?” “KATZennn” “Do I look fat?”
Showers, working out, pimple, body, early bedtime
Mike Katzen- “Get out of the bunk!” “Cwaiggyy” “Get your feet off my bed!” “You
guys are the loudest bunk in camp!”
TV, the magic box, Rite Aid, Stonehill, the enforcer
Darren Gens- “Yo, listen to Katzen,” “Top of the bunk list”
Hats, 1000 pages, Dunkins, Jaz heart, minigolf deuces
2B Sayings and We Leaves
Zamayne Abney: “Get off my bed! Who’s the judy? What’s my job?”
Naruto Books, Yu-gi-oh, Zyaire, Zylas, An awesome first summer at WEHC
Michael Dorcelus: “Where’s Lanse? Can we go swimming? I Love Basketball”
Bottom Bunk, Candy, Full of excitement
Camari Wilson: “ALEX! I Love T-Boss, Where’s my brother?”
Carron, Packages every day, Sports, A hopeful return next year
Blake Masse: “Can we go fishing? Can we watch a movie? My grandparents used to be
the cooks!”
Fishing rod, Best bed in the bunk, Home field advantage
Laurent Delhomme: “Everyone be quiet! Anyone have Swedish fish? Play ‘Blue’!!!”
Platypus Hat, 3-Dog, Happiest kid in the bunk, A hopeful return for a second summer at
WEHC

Alex Hallion: “T-BOSS!!” “Do we have lacrosse practice today?”
T-Boss, Lacrosse, Newton, Long Hair, Leader in the bunk
Noah Oppenheim: “What’d we get on cleanup?” “DO I have to do my job?” “Canteen
is AWESOME”
Newton, T-Boss, Soccer, and Athletic
John McLaughlin: “I hate cleanup” “What’s for lunch?” “Can we watch a movie?”
Door bed, Canteen, A hopeful return next year
Owen Potter: “I’m from Brooklyn, but have a house in Maine” “Next year my cousin
will come too”
Great rookie year, Hopefully many more
Kieran Flood: “I am better than my brothers”
Quiet, but great bunkmate, West Roxbury
Devon Dodd: “T-Boss!” Can we watch a movie?” ”Is there any more candy?”
Top Bunk, Glasses, Funniest kid in camp
Drew Rosenberg: “YAYYYY” “I love candy”
1-weeker, Zack, Bottom Bunkbed, Energetic, Happiest kid around
Zack Maslow: “Do I have to do my job??” What’s to eat? “Leagues are awesome!”
1-weeker, Drew, Trial camper, Awesome kid, Great at sports
Robert du Toit: “Do I have to be waiter?” “Where’s Paul?”
Brother in 2A, Always smiling, a hopeful return to WEHC next year
Jack Zinman: “Sharon football is awesome!!!!” “Sharon has the best jerseys”
Care packages, Treasure chest of food, Happiest kid around, Jack “The Plaque”
Griffin Yas: “I love Sharon!!” “I got another care package”
Sharon, Jack, Top Bunk, Color War phenom
Josh Wolf: “Lets goo baby!!!!
Rangers Fan but still a Boston die-hard, Great athlete, An amazing 2nd year at WEHC
Joey Cohen: “Where are the keys to the canoe?!?!?
“Little” Joey Cohen, Junior MVP, Newton, Soccer
Brandon Yarckin: “Wanna trade?” “T-Boss teach me some wrestling moves…
pleassseee.”
Texas, Joey Kraft, Late entry, Saved White’s Song Night, another great summer

Tristan Goroshko: “DGK all day!”
Goroshko legacy, Top bunk, Veteran leader, great in CW
Joey Kraft: “I love the Pats”
Patriots, Brandon Yarckin
Caleb Reed: “Pshhht, I can do that”
Phenomenal Track Meet, Happiest kid in bunk, Superb in CW
Brandon Karp: “Color War is the best!!!” “I know the answer”
8 weeks, Ryan, Bill’s Sidekick, smart beyond his years, a definite return to the place he
loves next year
Ryan Karp: “I know the better answer”
8 weeks, Brandon, Joseph Zhang’s neighbor, amazing kid, Boca, Swimming, Dominant
in CW
STAFF
Tim Dure:“DJ BL3ND is too good!” “Where’s Alex?”
Dancing, Foxboro, T-BOSS! Wrestling, DJ BL3ND, The Wolfpack
Jonah Rappaport:“No feet on my bed!” Don’t touch the speakers!”
The speakers, Lacrosse, Music, Freshest Music Now, SC-JC
Joseph Zhang: “I got the WiFi” “Clean the bunk!”
China, UCLA, Ryan Karp, JC
Noah Aspel: “Where’s Cam?” “Off my bed!” “I’m Out”
Sharon, Cam Deluca, 2 Dawg, Stoops, Football, An awesome 1st yr CIT year

3A Sayings and We Leaves
Kenny Schechter: “I didn’t do anything.” “Can we watch a movie”?
Helping in the dining hall, messing with Ben
Ben Mehra: “Stop it Kenny!” “What time is it?”
His braces, fishing
Andrew White: “Where’s Zach Chason?”“Be quiet Jack”
Rookie of the Year, last one up watching movies
Jack Rowland: “Hold on my hair is messed up” “I can’t wait to come back next year”
Looking like he’s British, great first year

Adam Staples: “Where am I?” “What’s for cake and milk?”
Asking questions, being confused
Matt Quimby: “My high school is right down the street” “Do I have to clean?”
Best buddies with Adam, had a great World Cup
Toby Morollo: “Camp ends in ____ days” “Can I get some food?” “I’m glad I stayed”
Sister at Robin Hood, books
Jonathan Kraus: “Can we play soccer today?” “I should be an intermediate bro”
Soccer, great Desert War
Quinn Donovan: “Can we play basketball?”“Yo, 1 on 1?”
Basketball, reppin’ Westborough
Andy Wang: “Lala lala lala” “Pizza, YES!”
Scaring people at night, always cracking jokes
Cory Zhou: “Soccer is the best sport” “I hope I’m not waiter tomorrow”
Underrated athlete, soccer
Michael Dremov: “Can I do archery now?” “Family guy is hilarious!”
Fishing, archery, reading
Aaron Cheng: “Can we watch a movie?” “I can’t wait for Desert War!”
Dance off champion, sleeping
Kenneth Kwong: “What’s for dinner?” “What’s Desert War?”
Man of few words, cleaning pro
Kyle Mickelson: “Are you gonna eat that?” “I wanna play softball today”
Secretly hilarious, great rookie year
Robert Beals: “I love my dogs” “I usually spend the summer in Canada”
Shark hat, mini Chenzo
Eddie Benson- “They call me James J. Benson” “I’m better than Buckman on our
football team”
The unsung hero, great all around camper and kid, 30 seconds away from winning Desert
War, Elite 8
Ivan Zhou- “The food here is absolutely amazing” “Open waterfront is probably the
best activity here”
Great first year, hope he keeps coming back

Cole Lepler- “I’m going to be the next Steve” “Call me Coley Leps”
Following in Steve’s footsteps of being a good softball player, great camper, having a
solid Color War
Nathan O’Gara- “I swear I already did my job” “I didn’t do that”
Reading all day long, enjoying CW more than he thought he would
Jake Sudkin- “Can I be top of the bunk list please” “I watched Billy Madison like 5
times before camp with my friend”
His random dancing, great sense of humor
Austin Richardson-“It’s Mr. Steal Yo Girl!” “I’m so fast that I could turn the lights off
and be back in my bed before its dark.”
Being confused most of the day, telling random stories
Fortunato D’Ampolo-“I live right by the harbahh” “That’s not how we do it back in the
North End” “My hairs like an inch long I need a haircut wicked bad”
Hitting bombs in softball, loving Color War
Jeremy Freed-“I’m wearing my baseball uniform to watermelon” “Next year I want to
be Elite 8”
Always swimming in the lake, messiest area in the bunk
Micah Tabenkin- “I didn’t start it” “Things are better”
Trying his best, wanting to finish on a good note

STAFF
Dylan Ansel-Kelly- “Anyone trying to grill with me and Leblanc right now?” “Guys
quiet down, I’m trying to sleep”
Being called Earl, Olympic sleeper
Zach Chason- “Wanna watch Scrubs or Workaholics?” “I won my split for water polo”
“Load it up”
Running zero clean ups all summer, “good coach but a little immature,” messing with
Katzen, having three plates of food every meal
Nate Wright- “I’m about to work out for the third time today” “I need a protein shake
right about now”
Constantly hitting the gym, MVP of the camper/counselor baseball game
Zach Leppo- “Jarrid, just work out with us one time” “Who’s trying to play some
two’s” “We’re gonna miss Big Lou” “Let me show you how to mop the right way”
Running every single clean up, winning Desert War and Color War, heroic for Jeremy

3B Sayings and We Leaves
Trevor Kelly- “What am I playing in leagues today?” “I like drinking soda on
Tuesdays.” “Who’s trying to play tetherball?”
His tent on his bed
Aaron Xu- “What are we doing today?” ‘Whistle noises’
Top bunk, Adam
Adam Zhou- “Jarrid, can we play softball for leagues?”
Top bunk, Aaron, Williamsport baseball
Alexander Beals- “What is Desert War?” “What’s for lunch?”
Great 1st year, Robert, door bed
Brandon Buckman- “Yo, let’s meet up at the boulders bros” “I’m obviously top of the
bunk list, get at me, Brody” “Open waterfront baby, who else is pumped up?” “I’m way
cooler than Brady back at home”
White Heat, Max Brody, the Sharon crew, days off, elite eight, great summer
Max Brody- “Anyone down for some good ‘ol burger patty grilling boys!!” “I’m
obviously top of the bunk list, get at me, Buckman” “Who’s down for some Chi-po, I
know this guy is” “If my knee was better I would be the best athlete in this bunk
obviously.”
Blue Reign, the Sharon crew, Outstanding Sportsman, handheld vacuum, days off, Color
War challenge winner, Desert War coach, elite eight
Josh Kornbleuth- “Yo, pass me the rotos, Yasmo” “Stop waking me up B-Rock” “I
swear I already did my job” “I love it when I get MVP in a game, I just get all tingly
inside.” “Whatever Feldman, I don’t care”
White Heat, Bar Mitzvah, always reading, elite eight, great summer
Ben Kaplan- “I hate those double wides” “I walk a lonely road, the only road that I
have ever known” “I ball so hard in Sharon Rec basketball” “I love it when I wake up to
Yasmo barking in my face, classic”
Blue Reign, the Sharon crew, basketball, Syracuse hat, 13 under basketball, elite eight,
and great summer
Yasin “Yasmo” Mohamud- “These munchies really hit the spot” “Yo, is it me or do I
smell right now” “Yo, I’m the best at matching in camp” “I ball so hard nobody even
wants to find me” “Rrrrrrank”
Blue Reign, matching outfits, basketball jerseys, headbands, Garnett ball, popcorn, elite
eight, 5-year plaque, and great summer

Nick Akerstein- “Who’s throwing in tonight?” “Oh ya baby, I’m staff helper today,
must be my lucky day” “I’m gonna have the comeback of the century, wait and see”
“They say I’m a legend, and I would have to agree” “I took such a big hit today, you
should have been there”
White Heat, triple mattress, Color War softball, lacrosse block, elite eight, great summer
Joe Connelly- “Anyone got a flashlight boys?” “Anyone know what lunch is today?”
“When I’m feeling risky, I sleep with no socks on, who’s with me?”
White Heat, little Matt Connelly, the crease, Aidan, great summer
Austin Ricker- “Pass the wacka flocka flame, I’m fiending” “If they had hockey at camp
I would be the best athlete in camp” “Back at home they think I’m Wayne Gretzky’s son”
Blue Reign, top bunk, Mansfield, hockey, reading, 5 year club
Aidan Connelly - “Alright someone spray the Fabreeze, really though I’m not joking”
“I love Fabreeze” “Remember that one time we used that Fabreeze?”
Blue Reign, Reign sword, sweatbands, popcorn, Joe, great summer
Stuart Lustig- “Anyone got a quick dime, I’m desperate” “They call me West End’s
Golden Boy, but don’t ask why” “At home my mom makes a mean meatball surprise,
trust me I think I would know” “Nah really though, I’m way cooler than Max.”
White Heat, top bunk, talking in his sleep, headlamp, Max, and singing
Jake Yarckin- “Who’s got the papes, real talk” “I got a package today, yep I had that
feeling today when I woke up that it was gonna be a package day.” “Who’s trying to go
paddle boarding at rest period, it will be sweet, guaranteed.”
White Heat, top bunk, soccer skills, Dallas, chips, hair flow
STAFF
Aaron “Misty” Rappaport “Island”- “I don’t even know why my name is Misty, the
story didn’t even happen.” “Yo, I went hard in pit today” “One time me and my boys
back home went to the movies, without our parents’ permission”
Misty, late for kitchen, trying to ditch relief, staff baseball team
Jason Feldman- “Who wants to go to Portland for a crazy night fellas?” “Yo guys, big
news, I’m a runner in color war.” “I made those teams to perfection, damn I’m good”
“(sigh) just another day (sigh) living that relief life”
Runner in Color War, box of tissues above bed, Bill James II
Steven Price- “I’m coaching this year for sure, no doubt” “Get off my bed!” “I’m
pumped for laundry today, I might even make a few tweets about it” “Yo Katzen, drive
me to Dunks for the memories.” “My ankle is so tender right now”
Waterpolo coach for White Heat, coach of staff baseball team, whey protein

Jarrid McElligott- “Damn, I wish Cor Cor was here right now, feel me” “Yo, that trip
to Misty Harbor was crazy” “One time I saw this cat eat his own face off, scout’s honor”
“Yo, where is Z Lepps at?” “Anyone seen Z Lepps?” “Alright, I’ll find Z Lepps” “Yo. I
swear to god Jackie Robinson signed this hat, who’s trying to buy it?”
Basketball coach for Blue Reign, 2-0 as a coach, applesauce pills, biggie shirts
4A Sayings and We Leaves
Isaiah Sanders- “Come on man” “Don’t go up there, it’s gonna fall” “I’m going to do
you a favor…. and make you a new bed”
Slippery sandals, Andrew Hallion
Juan Ruiz- “Hey guys” “Yes sir” “I already did my job”
Far bottom bunk, Silence
Jose Delgado- “I’m not African, I’m Cape Verdean” “d.o.r.r.n.o.b”
Bad spelling, flashlight
Alan Qiu- “I’m going to China” “insert question here” “Get off my bed” Can you tape
my glasses?” “I’m Chinese”
Broken glasses, his bed, the Club
Andrew Hallion-“KINGSIZE” “Get outttaaa here, kid”
Caroline Barry, his luscious hair, Brown, knowing the lyrics to every song, overcoming a
lot and having a great summer
Brendan Flood- “Guys, I have a story… one time I was thirsty, so I got a
drink.”(Silence)
RL, Liam and Kieran, his Nationals hat, and a really fun member of the bunk
Declan Donovan- “Bon Qui Qui” “Toads”
Quinn, basketball, MVP of the week, Jordy, a great third summer
Ethan Seidman-“Back in Moscow…” “I don’t clean” “I scored ten goals in the
tourney” “I play on 5 lax teams at home”
MVP of the week, Gatorades, lax stick, lifting with Christian, a full bottle of shampoo,
sleeping, 175
Christian DiPietrantonio-“Me and Ethan…” “Back in Wayland…”
Having a wide breadth of knowledge, Wayland and Ethan, top bunk, a blazing fast
swimmer, hockey
Audriel Guante- “Talk back to a counselor… not Audriel!” “Yo man, bro, bro” “Man,
you guys just don’t listen”
His lotions, his Dominican background, his kind and talkative nature, an awesome first
summer and great member of the bunk

Phil Dure- “I bet you guys I’m gonna get an award!” “No”
His radio, football, dominant Desert War athlete, his pick, his brother, writing to Isaiah
Matt Noah- “This may be a silly question but…” “Why do I have doorbed?”
New contacts, his clock, repping Framingham, having an excellent Color War and being
one of the fastest kids in the bunk
Jordan Goldberg-“I need to practice for my Bar Mitzvah” “Oudamm!!!!”
His upcoming Bar Mitzvah, his little brother, his bed, his blazing fast speed in the water
and taking first place in all events during the swim meet
Almonte Henk-“What the heck man!” “C’mon dude!” “Can we watch a movie
tonight?”
The egg crate he found under the 5’s, Teddy, his stellar play in Watermelon, witty
comments, Teddy, Declan
Teddy Donnellan- “Can I shower?” “Let’s lax” “I’m tired” “I can’t wait to go to
Oudom’s restaurant”
Sunshine, Top Gun lax penny, lax stick, mini pool, Almonte, Newton and Caroline Berry
Ben Keller- “Hey Lois” “I’m not a local!” “I still need to do my summer reading”
Crazy speed on the soccer field, awesome job cleaning up, clutch Color War performance
in swim
Kentony Chau- “You owe me for the doughnut”“Can we go on a longer bike ride?”
His 0-3 record for CW, James, his stretching sticks, his solo for White song night, his
broad jump
James Lee- “I like Ramen” “I’m night sweep” “Where is Bartlett?”
His 3-0 Color War record, Kentony, his love for Ramen, his glasses, Walter Thom 2.0
Jacob Sigel- “My finger never hurt!” “Me and Seifer are always on opposite Color War
teams” “I don’t have good stamina”
Winning the softball toss with a broken finger, winning 4A All-Star, his Chaos shirt
Oudom Seang- “Hey Lois!” “Can you take me on a bike ride?” “Goldberg!”
DOM, toothpaste, the back of his head, Tom Fu 2.0, his monkey socks, his pivotal role in
the skit, all of the books he read, a short but great summer
Drew Seifer- “Today was a good day!” “Oh shoot, I forgot” “Hey Lois”
1 dog, underwater swim performance, West End Traveling Players, Bartlett’s
screensaver, another excellent summer and a hopeful elite eight return
Chase Waxman -“HELLOOO OUUUUDAMMMM!” “There’s 52 cards in a deck!”
Elite 8 rookie, his brother Zach, great athlete

STAFF
Eric McNeilly-“Are you kidding me?” “Where’s my ipod?” “It smells like cheese”
Needham, hometown girls, elections 2013, his emphatic speeches, hygienic
Kris Williams-“Pass the Parmesan!” “Clean the BUUUUUNNNNNNNNNNKKK”
His four mattresses, his music, dancing, his beard, his gloves, stoops, computer
Brian Bartlett-“Uh uh Holy Grail” “I love Bon Qui Qui” “Go to your activity”
Nursik, the 5-year plaque, Bartlebee, excellent baseball coach, and valiant return
Louis Shaevel- “Are you serious?” “I’m 5-0” “I’m not coaching Color War”
Water bottle, Rivers outfit, Big Lou, his dougieing, Color War coach, 5-0

4B SAYINGS and WE LEAVES
Azul Northcross- “England!” “Stop doing that face!” “I wasn’t out!!”
World Cup win, Robin Hood girls, hopeful return, sleeping backwards
Graham Nelson- “Can we watch a movie?” “I want a better spot.”
Great first year, the face, always enthusiastic
Jordan Sarnie- “Somebody spilled my soap and shampoo” “STOP” “GET OFF ME “
Soccer, Size 4, Another great summer at camp
Joey Lydon- “You mad bro” “That mad sketch”
Lacrosse, Laxachuetts, Wayland shorts
Robert Kearney-“You’re not my cat; you can’t tell me what to do” “Houston can we
play palace?”
Brooklyn, His J’s, Great first year at camp
Sam Fortier- “Brooklyn till I die” “I love you Staples” ”C’mon guys”
Brooklyn, Indian Acre shorts
Gabe Martinez- “I’m going to the rec hall” “ Suppa hot fire”
Soccer, Fast, Crazy
Alex Guertin- “I wanna go fishing,” “Remember that time Gabe” “I didn’t mean to”
Bunk bed, yogurt, quiet, another great summer at camp
Houston Barenholtz- “That’s bogus” “Oh my gosh” “Really”
Cup song, 2 solos, first on bunk list, D-Wade jersey

Brady Buckman- “Wisdom/Knowledge” “What up boi”
Sharon baseball hat, strawberry milk
Austin Dodes- “Turn up” “Take me fishing” “Chaos was the best to team ever to lose”
Ryan’s Jungle shirt, new fan
Sean Staples- “I hate all of you” “Na ah” “Not the baby powder again”
Swag, smelly bed, empty backpack, most committed Staples brother
Jimmy Fitzhenry- “I’m not kidding” “Don’t worry Steve”
Mid senior basketball with Shaps, triple troubles, hot fudge sundaes
Alex Joseph- “I just changed back into my pajamas” “Stop Jimmy”
Pajamas, hot fudge sundaes, sleeping in counselor’s beds, nutella
Joey LeBlanc- “I swear I jumped a 14’11’’ “My brother...” “Back in 09...”
His brother, glasses, next to AHay
Evan Friedman - “Sup bro”
Ginger, West End legacy
Andrew Hay- “I can’t sleep” “West End is better than my old cmap”
Door bed, Scoring title KDs, missing cleat
Juan Carlos Gonzales- “It wasn’t me”
Junior Olympics, neon socks, track, hoops
Jaime Gonzales- “Dame el starburst”
First pool, Luis
Luis Medina- “Hahahaha”
Laughing at Jaime, first pool, Jaime
STAFF
Eric Lesser- “You guys do some stupid things”
Penn State, Cup song
Panharith Kong- “Where’s Lenny”
Eric McNeilly, Toothbrush
Keith Denning- “I’m a lifeguard”
Long hair, Prom date
Danny Brack- “Get off my bed” “I climb buildings”
Books, riddles, soccer

1A Sayings and We Leaves
Gavin Healy "Yeah, yeah, I know" "When’s general swim?"
Bathing suits, sunscreen, biker, swimmer
Tyler Chheng "Chheng" “Stopppp" “I might come back for color war”
Loudness, Brighton, good sense of humor, glasses, play to win baseball camp
Alex Su "Stop that" “Get off my bed"
Athletic build, 7th year… but 2 weeks, strong and toned, cleanup guru, perfect camper
Corron Wilson- "Dude..dude" "Jermaine!"
Hypebeast, friends with everyone, hair stylist
Diego Rivera “I’m probably the best waiter in West End history” “Cam, let’s chill in the
off season” “Me and Vale are boys”
Framingham, his maturity, undeserved mess halls, a great 4 weeks
Nico Yamin “Top bunk baby!” “Tanzania’s pretty chill” “Joey you’re not even good at
basketball”
Tanzania, his Derek Rose jersey, his colorful vocabulary, good attitude, a very hopeful
return
Joe Rowland “They call me Broadway Joe!” “Me and Volfson…” “Can I just do waiter
every day?” “I’m a boss, yo!”
Broadway Joe, reading, great behavior, spelling bee, boys with Bill, a great 6th year
Jack Lesser "Yeah, I get a lot of girls back home, what can I say" "It's 9:15, I miss Brett"
"I wish we had stats for that football game" "I'm embarrassed about that song night"
"I’m a starter for the up 20 down 20 squad!"
15U Basketball, DW Captain, winning split 3rd year in a row, Brett, Mid Senior football,
his infectious maturity, iron man, mid calves, polo hat, a super 6th summer
Gabe Sands "Check out this picture" "Put on (insert song)" "Did you know my dad was
the waterfront director" "Highest rank in the cabin baby!" "I'm still a beast in Desert
War" "I'm trying to move to Alaska soon"
5-0 in Desert War, running back a flag… again, "reading" at the Kezar, MS soccer, most
creative in the bunk, taking forever to get ready, camera role, an awesome 7th summer

Walden Ng "Me and Sabrina…" "Me and Elizabeth…" "I don't like sleeping" "Hey
Sharma (looks away)" "I'm all about geometry, but algebra two is what I do" "I'm nasty
at waterpolo" "I'm going to read at the Kezar"
Comic Relief, his wit, his puns, his women problems, never falling asleep, late night
talks, nasty at some sports, Disturbed pride, the actual highest rank, many more years to
come at West End
Raymond Wu "Juice!!!" "Are you serious?" "I'm double G1-ing, get at me." "Everyone
off my bed, I'm serious this time" "Just because I'm smiling doesn't mean I'm not mad"
Ray Ray the kid, lover of eggs, corner 3 pointers, Cam's 2 dog, constant sarcasm, Nike
elites, his shrieks, his 200 pack of rice crispies, a long time staple of west end
Jake Yezerski "And then he said, 'come on dave…' he was talking about himself!"
"DYLAN!!!" "I play baseball but it's my worst sport" "Quinn do you want my coke?"
"Guys, let me explain…" "Everyone listen up!" "I don't think Ryan realizes that you need
a good line to win football"
Melrose, door bed, couldn't ride a bike, learned how to ride a bike, love-hate relationship
with everyone, family of the year, they didn't stop so he stopped, a great camper and a
great 6th summer
Alex Romantz "Guys…" "Tennis is my new sport" "Fastest time in camp baby, get at
me." "I owned Robbie in that relay" "Climbing Mt. Washington was too easy"
Amazing running form, but doesn't look fast, tennis skills, Sharon pride, best bunter in
camp, his great behavior and maturity, a hopeful 8 week return for 2014
Walter Thom "Where's Calvin" "I'm nasty at volleyball" "Have you ever seen my
serve?" "Can I have a hug, it's an order not a question" "What if Steve said yes?"
Best businessman in the bunk, color war prediction challenge, top volleyball player in
camp, funny antics, good sense of humor, great soccer defender, hugs on 1A trip, math
homework, Calvin, a great 5th summer and more to come
Calvin Lok "(Laughs)" "Where's Walter" "Dudes be hatin" "I don't care about being
waiter" "I just wanna sleep and listen to music" "Sharma, remember 5A 2007?"
Tall, great hair, his music, his poker skills, waiter forever, khakis, a great 4th summer
Isaiah Bedsole "Whachu want homes?" "Lemme go to the bathroom homes" "Where's
Walden homes" "Twice a day, sometimes three" "HEYYYY SHARMA-LARMA!!"
His Nike apparel, senior softball and football, his superman socks, Walden, MMA, twoweek vacation, Melrose, great 2nd summer
Zack Zysk "Drama is cool!" "I wear a YOLO shirt, yolo!" "I hate the new job chart"
"Drop that beat Tony Hitz, I’m about to spit some fire"
Melrose, Zyskie the kid, drama, waiter for days, Ryan in the skit, his yolo shirt, his
similarities to Ian Solomon, top bunk, Germany, great 4th summer

Adam Kimball -"I have a question!" "Want any food?" "STOOOOPPPP" "These shorts
are dank" "Did they spell in the 1960's?" "I'm pumped for honors math" "What does
antagonist mean?"
Questions, top bunk, always smiling, memorable 1 liners, Dylan, Zysk, Cam's aisle, his
lights out watermelon championship game, a great 3rd summer and a hopeful return
Evan Vale "I play hockey" "My sister…" "Check out my swag today" "I can't wake up"
"I'm sick" "How do you do middle aisle" "How do I make my bed" "DROP THE BASE"
Cinema, taking about his sister, his clothing purchases, Coby, x-box, game stop, leaving
for the swim meet, hockey skills, and a great 6th summer
Dylan Nottingham "Yezerskiiiiii" "Wanna go boy, wanna go" "LeBlaaaaanc,
bathroom!" "Check out my swag" "Anyone wanna buy a hat, or a tank"
Swimming and wresting skills, maggie, lauren, fatherhood, his "swag," the color red,
freeing the jail in DW, a hopeful 2014 return
STAFF
Cam Deluca“Check out these shoes" "Me & Noah aren't even friends at home" "I scored
3 goals in low senior soccer" "Should I go for a run?" "Staff hoodie or crewneck?"
His shoe collection, his trading and scheming, love of money, Mia, reffing with Zach
Leppo, his hit in the camper/CIT game, running treasure hunt, sweatshirt dilemma,
shaving dilemma, love for west end, 5 year plaque
Joey Cohen "It's nutty O's time!" "I'm probably the best shooter in camp" "I'm the man
here, I'm the man at home" "I don't get enough credit for doomsday high senior
basketball" "(Insert story about peter, grady, jonash, or swartz)" "Joey says…" "Out of
the staff room." "It's ya boy, tha kid"
DW coach for Crimson, head football ref, hardo hat, staff all-star short stop, Joey says,
comic relief of west end, tender west ender commissioner, music that describes his
personality, G1 2011 pride, immortals pride, Evan Turner jersey
Anthony LeBlanc "I MISS MY FRUITY LOOPS!" "Casey, Haley or Jenna?” "Back in
Saugus…" "I swear to god", "I'm not 0 for 7, you guys weren't even there!" "My days off
were crazyyy", "I'm gonna get somewhere with my beats, trust me." "TonyHitz, remember
the name." "DYLANN!" "I get mad girls back at home." "This backpack IS cool!"
TonyHitz, being 0 for 9, Kezar, Selfies, Hype-beast, taking long showers, Casey, Jenna,
Haley, getting mad girls, piano, being the first lifeguard from Saugus, Speaker backpack
Neil Sharma "Your opinion doesn't matter here…” "My shoes smell like crap" Oh, he’s
NASTY!", "YEZERSKIII!!!", "I'm basically the greatest alma-mater writer ever, no big
deal" "Did you know I've been here for 10 years?" "Of course I did that while I was off"
"Walden, let me use your…." "Out of the staff room"
10 year plaque, DW coach for Wave, HC for Heat, Lucky Sharm, running night
activities, the camp historian, movie collection, extreme knowledge of all, DC and
Sharon pride, reminiscing about old color wars, "Sharma-maters," 10 amazing summers

1B Sayings and We Leaves
Danny Ryan: “Can I go fishing?” “I swear I’m not the loudest person in camp”
His fishing rod, being one armed, Poker, Great first summer
Brendan Sanders: “Mike, your accent’s funny” “I’m not that small” “I eat what I want
to eat”
Loaf, lettuce, eggs, poker, Danny, another great summer at WEHC
Nick Dolan: “Silence” “I’m not Franklin the turtle!” “Danny, be quiet!”
Books, reading, Roxbury Latin shirts, Top bunk, not being related to Jack
Bernardo Pinzon: "I am from Colombia” “Thanks, I’m pretty good at soccer”
West End hat, soccer, motor cross
Juan Tascon: "I live in Florida" "My English is perfect"
Being gibby, the bunk translator, bottom bunk
Carlos Tascon: "When I do speak, my English is perfect"
Being the quietest Colombian, sleeping next to Juan
Javier Trujillo: "Back in Colombia..." "I go clubbing with my boys all the time"
Being ripped, looking 17, story time
Jack Dolan: "My boy Garfield's coming up soon" "Get off my bed"
Garfield, Medfield, lacrosse, baseball
Andrew Garfield: "On my lacrosse team..." "I don't know if I'm coming back next year,
but if I do I'm coming all 8"
Laxachusetts, bug zapper, fastest kid in camp
Liam Flood: Wanna play rafter basketball?" "Whhaaaat?"
Being a beast in desert war, the oldest Flood, getting huge, great speller
Jacob Denning: "We'll actually..." "Walsh is waking me up at 5 and I'm going hiking"
An awesome camper, two dog, Florida
Ben Dick: “I hope to come back for Color War" At my Bar Mitzvah I only invited 7 kids"
Baseball, desert war beast, nicknames, Ben D
James McMahon: "Can I use my hands?" “I clean teeth like it's my job"
Making his West End return, mess hall, number 1 kayaker, top bunk
Ben Burns: "Back in Wellesley..." "There’s no way Shapiro’s better than me at anything"
Elizabeth, sleeping bag, getting huge, Wellesley

Ari Natansohn: "do you have a flashlight?" "I'm automatic from here" "I would be bomb
at American idol" "Do I really have mess hall?"
Wellesley, Zach, FIFA, books, complaining, middle middle for middle senior volleyball
Mike Goroshko: "Wanna throw?" "I swear my girl’s not crazy" “Hi Whitney!”
Funtown, starting camper All Star pitcher, Kristin, Matt, Tristan, most veteran 1B camper
Sam Shapiro: "Why you gotta violate?" "Zach can't handle me" "Back in the mean
streets of New York..."
Starter for 15 & under basketball, 6-weeker, gauchos, dinosaur
Arturo De La Torre: "STOPP!!!!" "Off my bed!" "That’s my ball"
Juggling, showers, Ignacio's brother, Spanish, Spain
Nik Apfelbacher: "I play water polo at home" "I run the streets of Oregon" "I’m by far
the best chipo player in camp"
Water polo, Oregon, being related to the Eggert’s, Klapman’s, and Zucker’s
Zach Miller: "I'm going to argue with you simply because I feel like arguing" “Ari is my
boy till the very end" "Shapiro can't cover me"
Middle senior basketball game, Ari, Wellesley, arguing, another great summer
Alejandro Castillo: "Okay 1B, I see you" "Attention, attention" "Waddup baby girllll"
"Bernie, Tyson's coming for you"
First summer, elite 8, Dominican Republic, Enrico, captain of South Africa, loudest
during Song Night practice, hair jell
Enrico Roveda: "I was so close to the triple crown" " You no sit on my bed" "my English
is by far the best of the non English speakers" "I'm not macklemore"
Being macklemore, winning World Cup and Desert War, first summer, elite 8, trilingual
Matt Moriarty: "Nahh, I'm good" "Luke, get outtt!" "Luke, I don't have popcorn"
"Oudom, stop telling Luke I have popcorn"
Making his West End return, Centurions shirt, Luke, not having popcorn, Pat, James,
awesome season
Pat O'Toole: "Do any of you guys remember who went 6-0 in 2009? This guy" "I'm so
much cooler than all of you" "I'm sleeping two dog because I’m the best camper in camp"
No sheets, Funtown water bottle, buzz cut, going 6-0, winning the softball toss
STAFF
Mitchell Lesser: "Everyone in his own bed" "James, quit talking" "Way too loud in here"
First year CIT, 9th summer, Wave, Desert War coach, Jack, Eric, beats pill

Ignacio De La Torre: "Cut it out" "I'm not going to rank you, but could I?" "Girls like
me more than Arturo, but not for long"
Being from Spain, Arturo, archery, *silence*
Mike Sullivan: "I'll get you Bernie" "Where's my bat?" "So pumped to race when I get
back home"
First summer at West End, South Africa, sandals, intensity, f1 racing, Kristie, hopeful
return for many summers to come
Gottlieb Sayings and We Leaves
Ben Rexer- “Yo, get off my bed!” “Hey Tyler, did Rondo get traded yet?” “Tyler, can
you check for me?” “What time is it?”
Two dog, Smith-Lin, Team South Africa, great camper and great Gottlieb year
Alex Smith-Lin- “Chanting Counselors Names!” “NO MAS!” “Get off my bed Tony!”
“Brack is Wack!”
Fishing for campers, Tony, and a good last year as a camper
Dana Staples- “Hey, I know that guy.” “Sean get out!” “I can’t wait to see my
girlfriend!”
The Rafters, His Brothers, and His multiple accents
Brandon “Agent Q” Quimby- “Hey Ian…Solid” “Hey Ian…Can you play my song?”
“Hey Danny…Can I borrow your fan?”
Nike Elites, Jewel Encrusted Water bottle, His love for chicken patties, and a very nice
camper
Myat Thu- “ I don’t know…” “Hahahaha!” “What is Mess Hall?”
Sleeping, Big appetite, Laughing, and a terrific rookie year.
Kevin Rivera-“I’m not bad,” “Why do you always do this,” “Remember...” “Are we
watching Star Trek tonight”
Rondo, Avatar, Not being mad, good kid
Eric Benninghoff- “Where are the keys to the canoe,” “I did it,” “I don’t hang out with
Spencer!” “Yessssss!”
True two-weeker, hitting rim, and awesome camper
Tony Ross- “Uhhhhhhh,” “Yikes,” “That is a force in a half” “WooooooW”
His Perm, Natick, 4 weeks
Jalan Price: “Chiiiiiiiilllll” “WORLD STARRRRRR!!” “Where’s the hot sauce?!?!?”
“Yo pass the juice!”
Cocoa butter, hot sauce, pop gun, SNC, awkward start to desert war, big voice

Brandon McCrory: “Chiiiiilllll” “You can be mad, Shivers” “MAH BOY! JALAN
PRICE!” “Get off my bed” “I dare you” “You forced it”
Color War skit, late showers, 8-weeker, chicken wings, marrow
Luke Stillman: “Alpha’s” “That’s tasty” “Nahhhh” “Word”
OTW, dummy, solid year and a good camper, hopeful return to West End
Peter Wynn: “Hella” “Shut up Jalan” “I don’t know” “No feet on my bed guys” “I
think we just got attacked?”
San Fran!!, baseball, best bottom bunk in camp, farthest softball throw in camp, shoulda
won watermelon championship, great kid
James Dunlea: “I’m not rich” “I’m serious guys!” “Stop”
Top bunk, stinky shoes, go ahead touchdown in HS football, great soccer player, better
kid, hopeful for staff
Jordan Chabot: “Get off my bed!” “I ran the fastest dash” “Why is everyone around my
bed?”
0-7, award winner, door bed, great kid
Aaron Karasik: “I have a future,” “You can’t talk to people like that” “Why is my aisle
always dirty?”
Future, game winning assist to Coby, 15 and under team, won spelling bee, great kid
Max Lustig: “I got OG” “My name is Max, what’s yours?” “Denicio, you creep”
Twinkies, sneaker head, mad game, milk, running shorts, stud, Sabrina
Max Robert: “Man, I hate pink” “Fischer get outta my bed”
Bruins, lax bro, 2 weeks at a time, many hats, stringing sticks
Zach Bisconti: “Beat his butt” “You’re a ditch!” “I don’t like you.””Only kidding”
Bob Marley, Pokemon, One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest, Hello my name is Zachary,
Livin’ the dream
Matt Fischer: “Stoooop” “Oh my god, Shivers” “Typical Shivs”
Instigation, sleeping bag, creeeeeeep, UGA, junk food & soda
Jack Donaldson: “It wasn’t my fault” “You think this is a joke?” “I’d say something to
you Jalan, but….”
Guitar, bed, sheets, hot sauce, LeBron hairline, solid, lost guitar pick
Andrew “Ang” Mastrangelo: “OOOHHHHHHHHHH!!!!” “That’s a force” “If Shaps
goes off” “I’m the most underrated basketball player at camp”
Riff Raff, laundry basket, all nets everything, 2nd place in HS distance, top bunk, Work
Remix, Being in the wrong van, Playing mad depressing songs, The next Wiz Khalifa,
Old Timers Week, Toddla, Being stronger than Tyler Randolph

Bryce “Big Daddy B” Smith: “That’s a force” “Yo I’m nice at this” “What’s my
name?” “ASAAAP” “Sidekick, sorry”
Fischer, Alpha, cam newton’s, the writings on the board
Coby Tippett: “I’m not the one, son” “Iana” “You forced it” “Sidekick, sorry”
MVP, 6-0 High seniors, HSC, buzzer beater and 47 points, loves Tim and Eric
Tyler Smith: “He can’t save you” “Sidekick” “That’s a force” “Stop!! “That’s my son
right there”
Hip flexors, alpha, leading scorer against Winaukee, 2 dog, Duke lacrosse hat
STAFF
Ian Finn: “Zzzzzzzzzzzz!” “(Yelling Color War Nonsense)!” “Somebody choose a song,
I’m tired.”
Speakers, Cleats, Not eating, His Boys (Tyler, Kong, Shivers, Jordy, Price, Zach,
basically all of the staff)
Matt Shivers: “You can be mad” “You can leave” “Num num” “Get off my trunk” “The
door is open” “Mmmmm...”
Water bottle, Braves Hat, Tye Dye, Ellie Goulding, The Nook, Water enhancers,
Throwing Shade
Tyler Randolph: “Was that you?” “We got practice yo” “Hella” “What’s that song
called, yo that’s my jam, that’s my jam” “Hank is my boy!” “Get it Walt, Lets go Walt”
Coaching the 15-under team and having more wins than Kabir, 5-1 against Robin Hood,
Beat Winaukee, Breaking Bad, Kuai gan Jin, jedi’s

G1 Sayings and We Leaves
Jack Meaney- “As much as I love coaching intermediate leagues, I could really go for
some instructional swim right about now” “Me and my cousin Matt Connelly are gonna
come here during the winter and skate on the frozen lake”
Making everyone’s bed at the end of cleanup, juggling, the Faria-Leahy-ConnellyMeaney-Dawson-Robert Clan, games of hide-and-go-seek with Antonio Agard
Victor Svedloff- “Anyone wanna join me for a session of reverse littering?” “This
chicken supreme is hitting the spot, let me tell you” “You’re my bff, Sam”
His seashell collection, SillyBandz, and a love of doorbed
Kevin Wu- “Nothing like some solo-dolo gaga pit to pass the time” “It’s 4:15… you
know what that means… I’ll see you boys in the Mess Hall” “Ballin’!”
His brown and blue striped bedtime shirt, reflective walks along the Long Pond shoreline
Anthony Folkes- “CHIIIIIILLLLLLLLLLLLLLL!!!!!!!!!!” “You don’t get it. I HAVE to
wear a hat over my ponytail ““Nothing like a rainy day to remind myself of how much I
love camp” “Anyone wanna watch the Bratz movie tonight?
Knowing all of the words to “22” by Taylor Swift, his various hairstyles, senior
waterfront enthusiasm
Sam Eggert- “I’m gonna walk along the H-Dock and reminisce… who’s in?” “Can you
play “Juice” by Chance the Rapper?” “You’re my boy, Victor”
Quail hunting tales, a fascination for freshly laid cement, one of the shortest kids in camp
Spencer Quist- “Anyone down for some chi-po? Such an exhilarating game” “I’m a
lock for the Storrow… just you wait and see” “Anyone wanna sit on the rec-hall steps
and reflect?”
His Jeremy Lin jersey, James J. Quist, playing Scrabble games by himself to prepare for
the High Senior Spelling Bee
STAFF
Brion Rock (SC)- “Thrilling” “Is this a joke, or real life?” “Ok, G1. Now that the
moment of silence is done, I’m off to the 3B table. See you guys during rest period” “I
wonder if I’m on Kennards… or Kennards. Hopefully Kennards.” “(sigh) no more
grapes at 4:15 fruit. (sigh)’\… my life is hard”
A second successful summer in G1, the Blue Reign, a love for Grizzly Bears, voluntarily
utilizing Asa & Margery multiple times, occasionally sitting at the G1 table, West End
Book Club

Administrative Sayings and We Leaves
Bill “Snoopy” Margolin (Executive Director) –“Looks like a prehistoric dinosaur.” “I
do not play favorites, but if he goes to Boston Latin School.” “Who wants a ride?” “Here
is my impersonation of every alma mater in history: I love West End, I hate to go, I love
you so, West End…”
Annual Blizzard at Dairy Queen, Scary Stories, Joey Rowland, Frozen Milky Ways
Steve “Leps” “Stevie Leps” Lepler(Camp Director) – “Hey, is someone looking for me,
this is Steve.” “After the 4th ball, you can have a teammate groove the ball for you.”
“That’s ridiculous.” “What a crew!” “How can each of us make this the best West End
House Camp season ever?”
Adding Balls/Strikes to Softball (which made the games go much faster), beter and safer
Desert War rules, unfinished Wiffleball tournaments, Delightful-Deluxe Deli Buffet,
Broccoli
Ryan “RyGuy” Wilensky(Operations Director) – “Dunkies run is at 7:15, I’m not
waiting for you.” “I have an idea that will revolutionize this camp.” “Get off the
Intertubes.” “I wasn’t even looking for your phones.” “LeBlanc, get off Facebook, so I
can do CAMP BUSINESS.”
Dunkin’ runs that rival Katzen’s, Biggest Loser contest with Walsh, his out of bounds
calls, inviting Greg Harper to judge Song night for the wrong date, Color War shirts, 1st
bell ringing once and 2nd bell ringing twice, Otto Pizza, Tender West Ender CW start, 3
2-inning Omelet games
Danny Walsh(Waterfront Director) – “No.” “I’m good.” “I hate Color War.” “I got
nothing.”
Barrett and Jonah, Smores on the Goober Benches, early morning waterskiing,
enthusiasm during staff meetings
Whitney Wilensky(Scary Face Director) – “Its yucky, yucky.” “Where’s Mike?” “I
want to see Mike.” “I want my puppy.” “Where is Danny?” “Daddy, you are being
bossy like Caillou!”
The Goroshko family, Louis, Buster the Dog, Scary Face, Silly Face, running on the
Mess Hall back porch, costing the West End Station points for throwing Mac N Cheese at
Mommy
Mike Ruzycky(Health Care Supervisor) – “____ to the Health Center, please!” “I’ll
have everything” “For sure”
His thick training rope, Slender West Enders, Left field game umpire, Isabella, and a
great first season
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Ryan’s 2013 Color War Blog
Color War 2013 began today. I took a group of 13 Gottliebers and G1-ers to do "Tender West
Enders" (our Community Service Group ) at 12:30, after eating lunch at first bell. In the past we
have cleaned up Limerick Center for Jane Bryant, a 90-year old woman. This trip we went to
clean up Kennards while the Girls Camp occupied the Gottlieb table and were our guests for
lunch. After 30 minutes of picking up trash, the "Tenders" left Kennards and were supposedly on
our way to Kezar Falls to pick up more trash. I hit the brakes at the top of the road next to the
Cook's house, stopped the music and screamed "Color War is Now." The "Tenders" start
happened about 5 minutes before the campers’. In the Mess Hall at about the same time, Steve
introduced the Girl's Campers, who were visiting as a decoy. The campers surely thought the
girls would start it. After that, Barrett Wilson, one of our most veteran counselors, said his usual
Waterfront speech, which is "When Rest Period is over, all campers report to the Council Ring
with a bathing suit, towel and something on your feet FOR..." At this point, Barrett always does a
silly act like a "Karate Kick" or "Spin Move" then says "Waterfront." Every day for 3 years he
has done a different one and the kids love it. This time, though, he said "When Rest Period is
over, all campers report to the Council Ring with a bathing suit, towel and something on your
feet FOR..." and Bill Margolin got out of his seat and at the top of his lungs screamed "COLOR
WAR IS NOW!!!" All the campers ran to the ballfield. After they were separated into teams,
they came back down the path. The White Heat (Beach theme) were at the Volleyball Court and
the Blue Reign (King theme) were at the Waterfront. So, here are the coaching matchups.
Waterpolo - Zach Chason (B) vs. Steven Price (W)
Volleyball - Ian Finn (B) vs. Jordy Cohen (W)
Basketball - Jarrid McElligott (B) vs. Eric Lesser (W)
Football - Zach Leppo (B) vs. Tyler Randolph (W)
Softball - Brion Rock (B) vs. Jonah Rappaport (W)
Soccer - Louis Shaevel (B) vs. Neil Sharma (W)
Barrett Wilson and I are running Color War and Jason Feldman is helping out a lot, too, as my
Sabermetric Analyst.
Head coaches are Brion Rock (he won as an HC for the Juveniles last year) vs. Neil Sharma (who
ran Color War last year while I was away and is coaching for the 4th time)
Captain for Blue - Sam Eggert
Captains for White - Coby Tippett and Victor Svedloff
Now for CW itself:
Blue SWEPT the tugs in easy fashion. The High Senior one was awesome with White looking
like they had it in the bag, before they completely ran out of gas in each loss. Tough Day 0 for
White, which also lost 4/6Tennis and 4/6 Archery matches. White seems a little depressed
already, but the recent trend is the team that gets up early loses.
SCORE OF CW AFTER DAY 0… BLUE 46, WHITE 8
Day 1 was another tough one for the White Heat, but they are by no means close to being out of
this. In the morning the Blue went 5-1 and extended their lead to 78 points. Some highlights
included, Intermediate Soccer where Joey Cohen, who stepped up a division, given his age, and
dominated the game. In Low Senior Basketball, Blue dominated with Austin Dodes and Alex
Joseph for a 30-point blowout. Senior Volleyball was a great game. Blue took a 2-0 lead; White

won the next 2 and Blue was down 8-11 in the 5th. They went on a 7-0 run to close out the game,
led by the serving of Evan Friedman. Walden Ng was great for Blue as was Walter Thom for
White. White's only win was in High Senior Softball. They were up 7-3 and Blue cut it to 7-6
with men on 1st and 2nd with 1 out in the 9th. White made 2 outstanding catches to hold
on. Coby Tippett and Jordan Chabot produced a combined 7 for 8 at the plate for White.
In the afternoon, there was a 3-3 split. Junior Soccer was the best game of Color War so
far. Blue had a 4-3 lead with 2 minutes left before Jack Zinman nailed a penalty kick for what
looked like would be an overtime finish. However, Jaden Craig slipped one past the goalie with 1
minute left for a tough loss for the White Juniors. Both teams played a great game. Brandon
Buckman and Josh Kornbleuth dominated Intermediate Football and Blue Low Seniors were able
to win Volleyball relatively easily. Juan Carlos Gonzalez dominated Senior Basketball for White
in an easy 32 point win. In Softball, Jack Lesser continued his amazing day with another MVP
for his Blue Middle Seniors with a 5-1 victory. This was a minor upset as White has several
Softball stars. Finally, again, Coby Tippett dominated in Waterpolo, and his High Seniors held
on for a 5-4 victory. Matt Fischer played well for White and Peter Wynn was huge for Blue.
In the evening, White dominated the Apache. Sam Shapiro ran almost the entire Piggy Back up
the road. Apache's are won and lost in the Mystery Question, Wiffleball, Tennis, triangle
stretch. White may have done the best I've seen. On the Mystery Question, Jack Meaney
completed it in 1 minute. Wiffleball was done on the second try by Jordan Chabot hitting the
roof, Tennis first try with Ari Natansohn and Jimmy Fitzhenry. Blue took 2 out of the 3 Spelling
Bees. Blue is now doubling White’s score exactly with a 136 - 68 lead.
Tomorrow morning, I like White in 2 games (HS soccer and Intermediate Waterpolo), I like
Blue's juniors in Basketball because of Griffin Yas and I see the other 3 games as even. I think as
long as Blue doesn't extend this lead tomorrow, White will be fine. Only about 200/1100 points
are off the table.
Rain messed up the schedule for day 2 a little. In the morning, we played through rain. There
were 2 games that were amazing and could have gone either way. In Senior Softball, White was
up 5-1 going into the 7th and Blue scored 6 runs in the top of the 7th to win 7-5. Blue had only
lost one game, which was High Senior Soccer, with 1 game left. In Middle Senior Volleyball,
Blue was up 2-0 and the Blue Middle Seniors looked like they were headed for their 3rd win in 3
games. However, the White Middle Seniors went on to win the next 3 games and complete the
comeback, which saved the White from a 1-5 morning. Robbie Antonucci, Sam Shapiro and Pat
O'Toole sparked the comeback. White's other win was in High Senior Soccer. White HS is now
3-0 as James Dunlea and Matt Fischer played well. Blue won Junior Basketball led by Corey
Perkins, Griffin Yas and Jaden Craig. Blue won Intermediate Waterpolo and had a monster game
by Matt Noah winning Low Senior Football. Matt Noah scored 12 points all on the defensive
end. That is not a misprint. He pulled 3 flags for safeties and had a "pick 6." So, with the huge
White MS Volleyball comeback they only lost the split 4-2, instead what would have been a
nightmare 5-1 loss. If White comes back, that game will be remembered as turning the
momentum around. Blue was exactly doubling White's score, 176-88 after the morning. The
afternoon games got rained out.
In the evening White won a great Apache Relay. They gained significant time on the Tennis and
on the Run to the Cook's house and back, as Caleb Reed sprinted the entire way. White also won
2/3 Spelling Bees including an epic High Senior, one on one, battle between Aaron Karasik and
Jack Donaldson. Donaldson played 1 on 5, knocked 4 off, but couldn't defeat Aaron Karasik, who
won for the White.

Tomorrow will be Swim-Track day and the Omelets at night. We are going to play 3 Omelet
games for the 1st time ever, with each being worth 10 points instead of 15. That way we can do 2
sets of games on Day 4 and be back on schedule for Song Night on Monday.
Score of CW after Day 2, is now Blue 179, White 112
Great Day 3 of CW today.
This morning the White dominated the Track meet winning 68-32 in Color War points. In the 18
events, only 1 had a Blue athlete in 1st place (Jaden Craig in the Steeple Chase). A monumental
performance was turned in by Caleb Reed (1st Relay, Dash, Broad Jump and Steeple Chase).
Also, Abrahm Richardson was huge in the Junior division, as well as Joey LeBlanc in the Low
Seniors (1st dash, 2nd broad jump, 1st in distance). The best event of the day was the Junior
Distance in which Luke Moriarty upset the field and held on to defeat a charging Griffin Yas at
the finish.
In the Senior Swim meet, Blue dominated the Relays at the expense of their Distance
races. White ended up winning by about 3 points. Matt Moriarty, Nik Aepfelbacher, Robbie
Antonucci, Jordan Chabot and Jack Meaney turned in great performances by White. For Blue,
Walden Ng, Will Russo, Dylan Nottingham, and Bryce Smith were terrific. White cut the overall
lead from 68 to 27.
In the afternoon, things were more even. White won the Swim meet by about 7 points.
They had the best swimmer in each division with Aaron Richardson, Josh Kornbleuth, and Jordan
Goldberg. Jordan Goldberg and Josh Kornbleuth each won the Freestyle, Backstroke and
Distance in easy fashion. For the Blue, Griffin Yas, Ben Keller and Ben Kaplan placed several
times each.
In the Senior Track meet, Blue won by 6 Color War points. For the Blue, Zach Zysk, Isaiah
Bedsole and Bryce Smith were big. Bryce won the dash, broad jump and was on the winning
relay team. For the White, Robbie Antonucci was unreal, easily winning the Dash, Softball
Throw and Steeple Chase. In a great Middle Senior Distance, Sam Shapiro (W) passed Max
Lustig (B) on the last lap to hold him off in a great battle. Coby Tippett was also great for White
coming in 2nd in Dash, Softball Throw and Steeple Chase. Jack Meaney and Victor Svedloff
easily won in the High Senior Distance and Steeple Chases respectively.
In the evening, we played 3 Omelet Games (10 pts each) for the 1st time ever. Everyone seemed
to love this new wrinkle with 2 divisions on each team. In the HS/MS game, White won fairly
easily with 6 batters still left. In the S/LS game, Blue won 11-10 with 4 batters still left. The best
game was the Int/Jr game. Blue was up 9-5 going into the last at bat for White. White had
nothing going with 10 batters left, but started a huge rally. They had a man on 2nd with the last
batter up. If he got home, there would have been extra innings. Jeremy Freed tagged out
Brandon Buckman at home to preserve a 9-8 thrilling win for Blue. So, Blue won 2/3 games
adding 10 more points to their lead.
After Day 3, Blue is up 377.816 to 342.184.
Only 3 sets of splits remain before Song Night. Realistically, White would need to go 11-7 in the
remaining 18 games. I don't think 10-8 would be enough. Or if there were a tie in a Waterpolo

game, 10-7-1 would mean Blue would be up around 5. That's probably best-case scenario.
After looking closely at the match-ups, I am predicting Blue holds on. Can't wait for
tomorrow. This is getting really interesting.
Great Day 4 of Color War yesterday. We figured going in that Blue needed to win 8 of the 18
games remaining to hold on to their 35-point lead. In the morning, White finally won a split, 4-2
to cut into the lead, making it only a 15-point war. Blue dominated Junior Waterpolo and Low
Senior Softball. Both of those divisions have been carrying Blue through this war. In
Intermediate Basketball, despite the sharp shooting of Ben Kaplan (B) early, White overcame a
13 point deficit as Brandon Buckman and Josh Kornbleuth were terrific. Cole Lepler played
great D for the White as well, who only let up 8 points in the last 25 minutes of the game. Senior
Football was a relatively easy win for White with Juan Carlos Gonzalez and Arturo De La Torre
leading the way. They were actually down 12-0 and took back a punt on the last play of the
half. In the 2nd half, White had all the momentum and pulled away. In Soccer, Gabe Sands was
unreal for the White and made one of the best goals ever seen in Color War. From about 30 yards
out, Gabe was standing with his back to the net, pivoted quickly and looped a shot right over the
head of the goalie. This made the lead 3-1 with 5 minutes left and they tacked on another goal for
a 4-1 win. This division is unreal and many (including me) think it may be as good athletically as
High Seniors. Yet again, the White HS, led by Coby Tippett won in Volleyball. Coby is a man
possessed and is dominating what was the first pick in the draft, the Blue High Seniors. So,
White got their first split and was only down 15, closest since it was 0-0.
In the Afternoon, White really needed a 3-3 split or better. But, Blue came away with a 3-2-1
split with a Waterpolo tie. Blue Juniors dominated again and are now 5-0 (nice job by
me). White Intermediates came back in the last inning on a big hit by Nick Akerstein and the
game winning run as well. In Low Senior Soccer, Jaime Gonzalez (from the DR) scored all 4
goals as Blue hung on 4-3. Again, not my finest year making teams as Blue is now 5-0 as
well. Senior Waterpolo was a tie, with Walden Ng and Matt Russo playing well on each side.
Blue Middle Seniors won Football, as the combination of Jack Lesser and Quinn Albert was too
much. AND FINALLY, in what I have now decided is the best CW game I have seen (as I ref
hoop), White High Seniors won again 70-69 on a Coby Tippett buzzer beater. This game was
close and amazing throughout with Coby and Bryce Smith going back and forth. Coby ended up
with 47 points, mostly on hard drives to the hoop. Bryce scored 39 on mostly fast break
hoops. White was up 41-32 at half and Blue came out with purpose in the 2nd half. They took a
4 point lead late and looked like they would probably win. But Coby hit 2 3-pointers and Jordan
Chabot hit 2 clutch free throws to cut the lead to 1. White got the ball back with 25 seconds left
and Coby missed a shot, but Aaron Karasik got a huge rebound for White. They handed it back
to Coby with about 10 seconds left. He dribbled around the court along the baseline with 3
seconds left. Bryce Smith was in his mug and he turned with 1, shot a 15-foot fade away bank
shot from the left wing and NAILED IT. The Rec Hall went insane for White and Blue was
obviously demoralized after they thought they had their first win. If White does complete this
comeback, "the bank" will be what kept them alive. Had the shot missed, they would have lost
the split 4-1-1 and have been down by 45. Now it’s just 25.
After Day 4, Blue is up 432.816 to 407.184
So, I am rooting for a 4-2 White split this morning, which would have them down 5 going into
Song Night. Anything worse and I think they are done unless maybe a 3-2-1 split if Waterpolo
ends in a tie again (unlikely). So, what are my predictions?

Junior Softball - Blue in a close game; they are on a roll. Although this is the sport White is best
at for this division.
Intermediate Volleyball - Blue bigger kids who can serve it over better. But, who knows?
Low Senior Waterpolo - White finally gets a win with Jordan Goldberg and Houston Barenholtz
leading the way.
Senior Soccer - White Arturo and Juan Carlos; this may be a blowout.
Middle Senior Hoop - White, Quinn Albert and Sam Shapiro are great for both teams, but Sam
has more help with Jimmy Fitzhenry and Robbie Antonucci. Blue could easily win this game
though.
High Senior Football - Man that is tough. If it weren't 5-0, I'd say Blue. But, Blue HS are not in
a good place right now. Blue has a bigger line with Max Robert, Peter Wynn and Sam
Eggert. But, I just can't pick against Coby right now. He is having one of the best Color Wars I
have seen. So, in another close game, I'm going 27-24 White.
There is my 4-2. Let's hope.
I'll give a full report after Song Night. But, every prediction I made this morning was dead on
WITH 1 EXCEPTION...
Blue Middle Seniors upset White Middle Seniors in a great game. They broke a tie with 1-minute
left, hit their FTs and essentially have Blue in perfect position to hold on. Zach Miller made
some huge shots at the end. Quinn Albert was great too for Blue. Sam Shapiro was the best
player on the floor, but it wasn’t enough.
Split was 3-3, White needed 4-2.
White HS went 6-0; Blue Juniors went 6-0.
But, Blue Low Seniors went 5-1 and that was the difference.
Blue is up 24.6 going into tonight. Stranger things have happened.
As stated this morning, White needed to go 4-2 to cut it to 5 points. The final split went 3-3. In
Junior Softball, the Blue crushed them again for a 6-0 sweep. In Intermediate Volleyball, Blue won
again quite easily. In Low Senior Waterpolo White finally got on the board with an easy win thanks
to dominating performances by both Jordan Goldberg and Houston Barenholtz. In Senior Soccer, as
expected, White destroyed Blue. The key game of the day was the MS Basketball game. White was
up most of the game thanks to Sam Shapiro, who may just be the best player in camp. But Blue hung
in there, Quinn Albert hit a buzzer beater to end the half and cut the lead to 2. The game was back
and forth, but in the end Zach Miller for Blue made some nifty shots including one to go ahead with 1
minute left. White had to foul, down 2, and Quinn Albert hit 2 clutch free throws to seal the
game. This game probably sealed Color War for the Blue Reign. In High Senior Football, Coby
Tippett did it again and may have had the best Color War I can remember. This game was a 12-7
victory for White. Blue had its chances late, but a great catch by James Dunlea in the end zone earlier
in the game (and confirmed by our photographer) were enough. Going into this Color War, my goal
was to stack it against Coby to the fullest extend and I did that. I think the only way to stop him is if I
let the staff play against him. So, going into Song Night, Blue was up 24 and it should be enough to
hold on.
In Song Night, the White was terrific. Their campers wore swimming suits instead of the customary
jeans. The Blue team's campers all had their own crown. I was hoping for Burger King crowns. In

the Entrance, White had some great solos, singing, and a better mini skit intro. Blue was not sharp
and White won 21-19 points. The Songs from the Seats were both solid. White sang a little better
and won 15.5 to 14.5. The White skit was terrific. Brendan Delaney, who played me, was money as
was Matt Moriarty who played Danny Walsh. A great wrinkle was having 2 campers, Gabe Sands
and Michael Colon, dance through the interlude to pass the time as the White skit got ready. The
Blue skit was not nearly as good and the differential was 28.2 to 21.8. At this point, I thought White
had an outside shot at coming back as they were only down around 15. But, Blue won a close Song
from the Floor 15.5 to 14.5. Both teams had strong Alma Maters, but Whites was particularly great
with "Hallelujah" by Leonard Cohen. Enrico Roveda was great on the guitar. Blue was solid as well,
but White won 27.7 to 22.3. The Song Night judges were Evan Lepler (Steve’s son), Greg Harper (to
whom I had originally given the wrong date and who came up the week before, OOPS) and my
brother Brett Wilensky. Interestingly, Evan had White winning song night by 26, too bad for White
that the others did not.
The Final Score of Song Night
White 106.8 to Blue 93.2
And the Final Score of Color War
555 to 544...BLUE
Some interesting stats/points















Blue swept the Tugs, the 1st event, and never trailed again. The final score of CW, an 11-point
differential, was the closest White got all CW to the lead.
There were 2, 6-0 divisions (White HS, Blue J) and 1, 5-1 division (Blue LS). In all 3 cases their
coaches drafted the inferior team. So Barrett Wilson, Jason Feldman, and I weren’t the only ones
who were wrong.
White won only 1 split, 4 games to 2. The other splits went Blue 5-1, 4-2, 4-2, 3-2-1 and there
were 2, 3-3 splits.
Junior Track meet got White back into CW with a 36 point differential.
In the first ever, Triple Omelet games, Blue won 2, White won 1.
Coby Tippett won 4 MVPs and could easily have won 6. Griffin Yas won 4 as well.
The most lopsided coaching matchups were 2, 4-2 splits. The others were 3-2-1 and there were 3,
3-3 match-ups.
If White had won the Senior Waterpolo game instead of tying it, Blue would have won CW by
0.97 points.
In my opinion, the White MS got them back into the war with a huge Volleyball comeback on
day 2. Ultimately, it was the Blue MS that really clinched it for Blue with a comeback win in
Basketball led by Quinn Albert and Zach Miller.
Jordan Chabot, a terrific Gottlieb camper, was part of the 6-0 White HS team. He has been on the
short side of all 7 Color Wars he has been here for. He said in the 7 years, only once did his
division lose his split. Bad luck for a great camper/athlete who will hopefully get on the board as
a coach in the future as he will make an awesome counselor.
Louis Shaevel, Soccer Coach for Blue and camper Mike Goroshko for Blue, now have CW
records of 5-0.

Until next year...

Color War 2013 - Divisions
High Senior

White

Low Seniors

Blue

Aaron Karasik
Coby Tippett
Denicio Campozano
Jack Meaney
Jalan Price
James Dunlea
Jordan Chabot
Matt Fischer
Victor Svedloff
Zach Bisconti

Andrew Mastrangelo
Anthony Folkes
Bryce Smith
Jack Donaldson
Luke Stillman
Max Robert
Peter Wynn
Sam Eggert
Spencer Quist
Tyler Smith

Blue

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Alex Joseph
Almonte Hank
Andrew Hay
Austin Dodes
Ben Keller
Fortunato D'Ampolo
Jaime Gonzalez
James Lee
Matt Noah
Sean Staples

Middle Senior

Blue

Alex Romantz
Ben Burns
Brandon McCrory
Brett Middleton
Dylan Nottingham
Jack Lesser
Max Lustig
Mike Goroshko
Quinn Albert
Zach Miller

White

Intermediates

White

Ari Natansohn
Brendan Delaney
Enrico Roveda
Gabe Sands
Jake Yezerski
Jimmy Fitzhenry
Kevin Wu
Patrick O'Toole
Robbie Antonucci
Sam Shapiro

Blue

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Aidan Connelly
Austin Richardson
Austin Ricker
Ben Kaplan
Ivan Zhou
Jeremy Freed
Joey Cohen
Josh Wolf
Max Brody
Nathan O'Gara
Yasin Mohamud

Seniors

Blue

Adam Kimball
Alejandro DeLeon
Calvin Lok
Carl Devis
Evan Friedman
Isaiah Bedsole
James McMahon
Paul Dutoit
Walden Ng
Will Russo
Zach Zysk

Brady Buckman
Drew Seifer
Houston Barenholtz
Jacob Sigel
Joey LeBlanc
Jordan Goldberg
Kentony Chau
Luis Mendina
Oudam Seang
Teddy Donnellan

White

Brandon Buckman
Caleb Reed
Cole Lepler
Eddie Benson
Jake Sudkin
Jake Yarckin
Joe Connelly
Josh Kornbleuth
Nick Akerstein
Stu Lustig

Juniors

White

Arturo De La Torre
Chase Waxman
Daniel Volfson
Evan Vale
Juan Carlos Gonzales
Matt Moriarty
Matt Russo
Nik Aepfelbacher
Noah Stonehill
Raymond Wu
Walter Thom

Blue

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Antonio Agard
Corey Perkins
Griffin Yas
Jaden Craig
Joey Kraft
Jordan Colon
Ryan Karp
Ryan Torres
Tristan Goroshko
Zylas Abney

White

Aaron Richardson
Abrahm Richardson
Ben Shocket
Brandon Goldberg
Brandon Karp
Brandon Yarckin
Jack Zinman
Luke Moriarty
Michael Colon
Zach Waxman

Color War 2013 Schedule/Results
Day 0
Tennis and Archery
Tennis
Nickelodeon Tennis (2)
BRAVO Tennis (2)
Comedy Central Tennis (2)
Fox Tennis (2)
Cinemax Tennis (2)
Showtime Tennis (2)

Winning Team
Blue
Blue
White
White
Blue
Blue

Score
8-5
8-3
8-0
8-4
8-5
8-4

Players
Ryan Karp + Joey Kraft
Max Brody + Josh Wolf
Jordan Goldberg + Jacob Sigel
Evan Vale + Walter Thom
Mike Goroshko + Alex Romantz
Max Robert + Peter Wynn

Archery
Nickelodeon Archery (2)
BRAVO Archery (2)
Comedy Central Archery (2)
Fox Archery (2)
Cinemax Archery (2)
Showtime Archery (2)

Winning Team
White
Blue
White
Blue
Blue
Blue

Score
18-11
11-6
38-10
37-11
30-15
38-18

Player
Ben Shocket
Jeremy Freed
Brady Buckman
James McMahon
Jack Lesser
Luke Stillman

Evening Tugs
Nickelodeon Tugs (5)
BRAVO Tugs (5)
Comedy Central Tugs (5)
Fox Tugs (5)
Cinemax Tugs (5)
Showtime Tugs (5)
Score after Day 0:

Winning Team
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue: 46

Score
2-1
2-0
2-1
2-0
2-0
2-0

Anchor of Winner
Joey Kraft
Yasin Mohamud
Matt Noah
Calvin Lok
Brandon McCrory
Max Robert

White: 8

Day 1
Morning Sports
Nickelodeon Kickball (10)
BRAVO Soccer (10)
Comedy Central Basketball (10)
Fox Volleyball (10)
Cinemax Waterpolo (10)
Showtime Softball (10)

Winning Team
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
White

Score
8-3
8-5
66-36
3-2
4-1
7-6

MVP
Griffin Yas
Joey Cohen
Austin Dodes
Walden Ng
Jack Lesser
Jordan Chabot

Rest Period
Afternoon Sports
Nickelodeon Soccer (10)
BRAVO Football (10)
Comedy Central Volleyball (10)
Fox Basketball (10)
Cinemax Softball (10)
Showtime Waterpolo (10)

Winning Team
Blue
White
Blue
White
Blue
White

Evening Activities
Nickelodeon Spelling Bee (5)
BRAVO Spelling Bee (5)
Comedy Central Spelling Bee (5)
Senior Apache Relay (15)

Winning Team
Blue
White
Blue
White (by 3:57)

Score after Day 1:

Blue: 136

Score
5-4
21-6
3-1
61-29
5-1
5-4

MVP
Jaden Craig
Brandon Buckman
Sean Staples
Juan Carlos Gonzales
Jack Lesser
Coby Tippett

MVP/Winning player
Ryan Karp
Joe Connelly
Andrew Hay
Sam Shapiro (Piggy Back)

White: 68

Day 2
Morning Sports
Nickelodeon Basketball (10)
BRAVO Waterpolo (10)
Comedy Central Football (10)
Fox Softball (10)
Cinemax Volleyball (10)
Showtime Soccer (10)

Winning Team
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
White
White

Score
49-31
4-0
26-8
7-5
3-2
4-1

MVP

Winning Team
White (by 1:37)
White
Blue
White

MVP/Winning player
Caleb Reed (Running to Cook’s House + back)
Daniel Volfson
Zach Miller
Aaron Karasik

Corey Perkins
Yasin Mohamud
Matt Noah
James McMahon
Sam Shapiro
James Dunlea

Afternoon rained out
Evening Activities
Junior Apache Relay (15)
Fox Spelling Bee (5)
Cinemax Spelling Bee (5)
Showtime Spelling Bee (5)
Score after Day 2:

Blue: 179 (-2 mess hall) White: 112 (-1 mess hall)

Day 3
Morning
Junior Track Meet (100)
Senior Swim Meet (100)

Blue
32.143
48.485

White
67.857
51.515

Afternoon
Junior Swim Meet (100)
Senior Track Meet (100)

Blue
46.212
52.976

White
53.788
47.024

Evening Activities
Junior Omelet Game (10)
Intermediate Omelet Game (10)
Senior Omelet Game (10)
Score after Day 3:

Winning Team
Blue
Blue
White

Blue: 377.816

Score
9-8
11-10
8-7

(-1 swearing)

MVP
Austin Ricker
Austin Dodes
Sam Shapiro
White: 342.184

Individual Swim and Track Day Results (Day 3)
MORNING
Nickelodeon Track Results
Relay: White (Aaron Richardson, Ben Shocket, Brandon Yarckin, Abrahm Richardson)
Dash: 1) Abrahm Richardson (W), 2) Aaron Richardson (W), 3) Jaden Craig (B)
Broad Jump: 1) Brandon Yarckin (W), 2) Zylas Abney (B), 3) Ben Shocket (W)
Softball Throw: 1) Jack Zinman (W), 2) Griffin Yas (B), 3) Ryan Torres (B)
Steeple Chase: 1) Jaden Craig (B), 2) Aaron Richardson (W), 3) Ryan Torres (B), 4) Z. Waxman (W)
Distance: 1) Luke Moriarty (W), 2) Griffin Yas (B), 3) Brandon Yarckin (W), 4) Ben Shocket (W)
BRAVO Track Results
Relay: White (Josh Kornbleuth, Brandon Buckman, Jake Yarckin, Caleb Reed)
Dash: 1) Caleb Reed (W), 2) Austin Richardson (B), 3) Austin Ricker (B)
Broad Jump: 1) Caleb Reed (W), 2) Austin Richardson (B), 3) Brandon Buckman (W)
Softball Throw: 1) Cole Lepler (W), 2) Ben Kaplan (B), 3) Max Brody (B)
Steeple Chase: 1) Caleb Reed (W), 2) Brandon Buckman (W), 3) Aidan Connelly (B), 4) J. Wolf (B)
Distance: 1) Josh Kornbleuth (W), 2) Austin Richardson (B), 3) Joey Cohen (B), 4) Jake Yarckin (W)
Comedy Central Track Results
Relay: Blue (Alex Joseph, Matt Noah, Ben Keller, Austin Dodes)
Dash: 1) Joey LeBlanc (W), 2) Jacob Sigel (W), 3) Alex Joseph (B)
Broad Jump: 1) Kentony Chau (W), 2) Joey LeBlanc (W), 3) Brady Buckman (W)
Softball Throw: 1) Jacob Sigel (W), 2) Andrew Hay (B), 3) Fortunato D’Ampolo (B)
Steeple Chase: 1) Houston Barenholtz (W), J. Goldberg (W), 3) T. Donellan (W), 4) A. Henk (B)
Distance: 1) Joey LeBlanc (W), 2) Ben Keller (B), 3) Alex Joseph (B), 4) Drew Seifer (W)
Fox Swim Results
Relay: Blue (Will Russo, Walden Ng, Isaiah Bedsole, Evan Friedman)
Freestyle: 1) Matt Moriarty (W), 2) Walden Ng (B), 3) Will Russo (B)
Backstroke: 1) Walden Ng (B), 2) Will Russo (B), 3) Nik Aepfelbacher (W)
Underwater Swim: 1) Nik Aepfelbacher (W), 2) Matt Russo (W), 3) Juan Carlos Gonzales (W)
Distance: 1) Matt Moriarty (W), Juan Carlos Gonzales (W), 3) Alejandro Deleon (B), 4) Z. Zysk (B)
Cinemax Swim Results
Relay: Blue (Dylan Nottingham, Jack Lesser, Quinn Albert, Brett Middleton)
Freestyle: 1) Dylan Nottingham (B), 2) Pat O’Toole (W), 3) Jack Lesser (B)
Backstroke: 1) Dylan Nottingham (B), 2) Pat O’Toole (W), 3) Jack Lesser (B)
Underwater Swim: 1) Robbie Antonucci (W), 2) Brandon McCrory (B), 3) Max Lustig (B)
Distance: 1) Pat O’Toole (W), 2) Robbie Antonucci (W), 3) Jake Yezerski (W), 4) Alex Romantz (W)
Showtime Swim Results
Relay: Blue (Bryce Smith, Spencer Quist, Max Robert, Tyler Smith)
Freestyle: 1) Jordan Chabot (W), 2) Bryce Smith (B), 3) Spencer Quist (B)
Backstroke: 1) Bryce Smith (B), 2) James Dunlea (W), 3) Luke Stillman (B)
Underwater Swim: 1) Jack Donaldson (B), 2) Jordan Chabot (W), 3) Jack Meaney (W)
Distance: 1) Jack Meaney (W), 2) Jordan Chabot (W), 3) Luke Stillman (B) 4) Peter Wynn (B)

AFTERNOON
Nickelodeon Swim Results
Relay: Blue (Ryan Torres, Zylas Abney, Jaden Craig, Griffin Yas)
Freestyle: 1) Aaron Richardson (W), 2) Griffin Yas (B), 3) Ryan Karp (B)
Backstroke: 1) Griffin Yas (B), 2) Aaron Richardson (W), 3) Ben Shocket (W)
Breath Holding: 1) Brandon Karp (W), 2) Ben Shocket (W), 3) Jaden Craig (B)
Distance: 1) Aaron Richardson (W), 2) Ryan Karp (B), 3) Brandon Karp (W), 4) Jack Zinman (W)
BRAVO Swim Results
Relay: Blue (Joey Cohen, Aidan Connelly, Nathan O’Gara, Max Brody)
Freestyle: 1) Josh Kornbleuth (W), 2) Ben Kaplan (B), 3) Joey Cohen (B)
Backstroke: 1) Josh Kornbleuth (W), 2) Ben Kaplan (B), 3) Joey Cohen (B)
Underwater Swim: 1) Brandon Buckman (W), 2) Aidan Connelly (B), 3) Max Brody (B)
Distance: 1) Josh Kornbleuth (W), 2) Ben Kaplan (B), 3) Austin Ricker (B) 4) Josh Wolf (B)
Comedy Central Swim Results
Relay: Blue (Austin Dodes, Almonte Henk, Fortunato D’Ampolo, Alex Joseph)
Freestyle: 1) Jordan Goldberg (W), 2) Ben Keller (B), 3) Houston Barenholtz (W)
Backstroke: 1) Jordan Goldberg (W), 2) Ben Keller (B), 3) Teddy Donellan (W)
Underwater Swim: 1) Alex Joseph (B), 2) Drew Seifer (W), 3) Teddy Donellan (W)
Distance: 1) Jordan Goldberg (W), 2) Ben Keller (B), 3) Joey Leblanc (W), Sean Staples (B)
Fox Track Results
Relay: Blue (Walden Ng, Evan Friedman, Paul Dutoit, Zach Zysk)
Dash: 1) Zach Zysk (B), 2) Arturo De La Torre (W), 3) Evan Friedman (B)
Broad Jump: 1) Zach Zysk (B), 2) Walden Ng (B), 3) Paul Dutoit (B)
Softball Throw: 1) James McMahon (B), 2) Isaiah Bedsole (B), 3) Alejandro DeLeon (B)
Steeple Chase: 1) JC Gonzales (W), 2) I. Bedsole (B) 3) Z. Zysk (B) 4) Arturo De La Torre (W)
Distance: 1) James McMahon (B), 2) Nik Aepfelbacher (W), 3) M. Russo (W), 4) M. Moriarty (W)
Cinemax Track Results
Relay: Blue (Jack Lesser, Max Lustig, Quinn Albert, Alex Romantz)
Dash: 1) Robbie Antonucci (W), 2) Quinn Albert (B), 3) Sam Shapiro (W)
Broad Jump: 1) Sam Shapiro (W), 2) Brendan Delaney (W), 3) Quinn Albert (B)
Softball Throw: 1) Robbie Antonucci (W), 2) Pat O’Toole (W), 3) Jimmy Fitzhenry (W)
Steeple Chase: 1) Robbie Antonucci (W), 2) Jack Lesser (B), 3) Quinn Albert (B), 4) B. Delaney (W)
Distance: 1) Sam Shapiro (W), 2) Max Lustig (B), 3) Jake Yezerski (W), 4) Brett Middleton (B)
Showtime Track Results
Relay: Blue (Bryce Smith, Andrew Mastrangelo, Luke Stillman, Tyler Smith)
Dash: 1) Bryce Smith (B), 2) Coby Tippett (W), 3) Victor Svedloff (W)
Broad Jump: 1) Bryce Smith (B), 2) Luke Stillman (B), 3) Tyler Smith (B)
Softball Throw: 1) Peter Wynn (B), 2) Coby Tippett (W), 3) Jordan Chabot (W)
Steeple Chase: 1) Victor Svedloff (W), 2) Coby Tippett (W), 3) Luke Stillman (B), 4) B. Smith (B)
Distance: 1) Jack Meaney (W), 2) Andrew Mastrangelo (B), 3) J. Chabot (W), 4) Z. Bisconti (W)

Day 4
Morning
Morning Sports
Nickelodeon Waterpolo (10)
BRAVO Basketball (10)
Comedy Central Softball (10)
Fox Football (10)
Cinemax Soccer (10)
Showtime Volleyball (10)
Rest Period
Afternoon Sports
Nickelodeon Newcomb (10)
BRAVO Softball (10)
Comedy Central Soccer (10)
Fox Waterpolo (10)
Cinemax Football (10)
Showtime Basketball (10)

Winning Team
Blue
White
Blue
White
White
White

Score
4-0
52-36
9-2
26-12
4-1
3-1

Winning Team
Blue
White
Blue
Tie
Blue
White

Score
2-0
3-2
4-3
3-3
35-16
70-69

Evening
Song Night Practice
Score after Day 4:

Blue: 432.816 White: 407.184

MVP
Griffin Yas
Brandon Buckman
Austin Dodes
Arturo De La Torre
Gabe Sands
Coby Tippett

MVP
Griffin Yas
Nick Akerstein
Jaime Gonzalez
Walden Ng + Matt Russo
Quinn Albert
Coby Tippett (buzzer beater)

Day 5
Morning
Afternoon Sports
Nickelodeon Softball (10)
BRAVO Newcomb (10)
Comedy Central Waterpolo (10)
Fox Soccer (10)
Cinemax Basketball (10)
Showtime Football (10)

Winning Team
Blue
Blue
White
White
Blue
White

Score
9-0
3-1
8-2
5-0
47-42
12-7

MVP
Griffin Yas
Yasin Mohamud
Jordan Goldberg
Arturo De La Torre
Zach Miller
Coby Tippett

Afternoon
Song Night Practice
Score Going into Song Night:

Song Night
Entrance (40 Points)
Song from the Seats (30 Points)
Skit (50 Points)
Song from the Floor (30 Points)
Alma Mater (50 Points)
Final Score of Song Night

Blue:

461.816 (-1 swearing) White: 437.184

Blue
19
14.5
21.8
15.5
22.3
93.2

FINAL SCORE OF COLOR WAR:

White
21
15.5
28.2
14.5
27.7
106.8

Blue 555

White 544

In Too Deep-Sum 41

BLUE REIGN SONG SHEET
Cleveland Rocks- The Drew Carey Show
All this energy callin' me
Blue's where it comes from
Talking my talents to the Reign
On top's where blue belongs
Winning all our games sitting up on our
throne
cause "Blue Reign rocks!", "Blue Reign
rocks!"
White Heat's losing bad and they all feel
alone
Cause "Blue Reign rocks!", "Blue Reign
rocks!"
"Blue Reign rocks!", "Bluuue Reign rocks!"
"Blue Reign rocks!", "Blue Reign rocks!"
"Blue Reign rocks!", "Bluue Reign rocks!"
White heat's always running scared
This war is so unfair
on the blue we have all the best players
it is not fair
Winning all our games sitting up on our
throne
cause "Blue Reign rocks!", "Blue Reign
rocks!"
White Heat's losing bad and they all feel
alone
Cause "Blue Reign rocks!", "Blue Reign
rocks!"
"Blue Reign rocks!", "Bluuue Reign rocks!"
"Blue Reign rocks!", "Blue Reign rocks!"
"Blue Reign rocks!", "Blue Reign rocks!"
We're setting records against the white
We're gonna make sure this is our night
We see a blue plaque in our sights
Cause "Bluuuuuue Reign rocks!"
"Yeah Bluuuuuuuue Reign rocks!"

Super Rich Kids-Frank Ocean ft. Earl
Sweatshirt
Too many wins ‘gainst a team we don’t
respect
Another blue plaque in the hall’s what we
expect
We are up by way too much
White Heat have head enough
Too many points that we won in this war
The Blue Reign has run up the score
Super bad team with nothing but beach
toys
Handing at the beach with nothing but all
toys
Start the war up in the fields
Know our team will never yield
Heat’s a theme that has been used
The Blue Reign will never lose
Our teams too nice
Heat’s hot as ice
When we play them they get sliced, yeah
Winning points three times a day
Winning this war feels feel so amazing
This wars not fair
The Heat just stare
They just walk by
The must not care
A million points and they have two
Winning’s something heat can’t do
(solo)
We end the war in the mess hall
Waiting for the final call
And when we win we’ll act a fool
And tell our friends when we’re at school
We are on top
Reign cant be stopped
White team has flopped its, a good time,
yeah
On the field they slip and fall
We’re having fun, this war’s been a ball
This war will end, the way it should
With Reign on top, we knew we would
All five days the heat’s been slashed
The blue’s too good the heat’s aghast
(chorus)

The white team is stalling
They know that they’re falling
Blues raining on the white heat parade
Our kingdom was too tough
The white heat wasn’t hot enough
They know were better, they can’t lie
Maybe were the best of all time
Or maybe the white heat knows the reign is
too fine
Cause white’s in too deep,
they’re beat
Reign on top of the plaque,
goin’ under
Cause white’s in too deep,
they’re beat
Reign on top of the plaque,
goin’ under
With white heat goin’ under

and they know
with white heat
and they know
with white heat

It seems like each time we play
The Reign’s on their grind
Because the poor white heat just cannot catch
a break
Our chants our in their heads
While white’s all crying in their beds
Because the whole camp is aware of their fate
Maybe were the best of all time
Or maybe the white team knows reign is too
fine
Cause white’s in too deep,
they’re beat
Reign on top of the plaque,
goin’ under
Cause white’s in too deep,
they’re beat
Reign on top of the plaque,
goin’ under
With white heat goin’ under

and they know
with white heat
and they know
with white heat

White can’t get points, we all know why
Reign cooled the heat, they shouldn’t try
They hate it, Reign is the greatest
A blue plaque well you might as well embrace
it.
It’s our fight and our song night
It seems that nothings stopping reign
White’s in too deep, and they know they’re
beat
Reign on top of the plaque, with white heat
goin’ under
Cause white’s in too deep, and they know
they’re beat
Reign on top of the plaque, with white heat
goin’ under
With white heat goin’ under the reign

Cryin’ for Me- Toby Keith (Alma-Mater)

Tom Ford- Jay-Z

When we all awoke this morning,
A tear was hard to find
At west end we learn how to live,
With all our best friends by our side
When we wake up Friday morning
Well be forced to face our fear,
The thought of leaving west end house for
another year

Bow to the blue team that is beating white
sing our songs, win our war, it's our night
tonight

[Chorus]
Were gonna miss west end
Were gonna miss all friends
8 more weeks in Parsonsfield has come and
gone again
And well think about our summer
Just to get us through the year
Anyone whos come to west end house agrees
There’s no better place than here
From our sports up in the ballfields
To swimming at the dock
We think back to our first day
And wish we could reverse the clock
Time spent with our bunkmates
Making bonds that last a life
In our heads chanting “go blue go” in response
to “fight white fight”

Blue Reign, Blue Reign, Blue Reign
Lift them up, throw em down
Looking clean with our gowns and our crown
Bad theme, White Heat
Keep it real, y'all know y'all can take a seat
On top's where we been, this war ain't even
We are fine, it's our time, it's beat the heat
season
we take every split, hurt them with our hits
When we're here, white steers clear, this is
blue reign's year
Bow to the blue team that is beating white
sing our songs, win our war, it's our night
tonight
This is the best team that this camp's ever
seen
The white Heat's complaining, that we, are
fiends
We don't wear sandals, we wear gold crowns
This is our war, you do have our word
Numbers don't lie, check the scoreboard

[Chorus]
Blue Reign, Blue Reign, Blue Reign
And when we come back after 10 long months
For the two best of our lives
We’ll see long pond and finally be satisfied
[Chorus]

Hands down got the best team, white teams
getting creamed
This their burial, while we scream go blue go
Heat has nothing but those beach toys
though
Winning every single game, white team is
freaking lame
Screw Sharma and Lesser
Tyler sitting over at the hair dresser
Pardon our laughing, y'all only have been
beat
Pardon our laughing, cause the blue Reign
beat the heat
Lift them up, throw em down
Looking clean with our gowns and our crown
Bad theme, White Heat
Keep it real, y'all know y'all can take a seat
We don’t wear sandals we wear gold crowns

Robocop- Kanye West
just looking at blue's history
this war should be no mystery
we've ruined all out white team's dreams
it's really as bad as it seems
every night we are on a roll
in this warwe have full control
we are the best team and the white team
knows
they're screaming go blue go
ok, ok ok
you will never stop the reign, you'll never stop
the reign
ok, blue is ok
white will never stop the reign, no points
you'll ever gain
bow to the reign
cause blue team will never stop
on the plaque we'll be on top
cause blue team will never stop
on the plaque we'll be on top
we're reading Sharma's diary
he's only feeling misery
he thinks that we will set the white team free
well lets agree to disagree
white teams going crazy cause the Reign is on
we're up so much, why is this war is still going
on?
we are the best team and the white team
knows
they're screaming go blue go
ok, ok ok
you will never stop the reign, you'll never stop
the reign
ok, blue is ok
white will never stop the reign, no points
you'll ever gain
bow to the reign

Cheer Medley
Good Lord- Brother Ali
We know the Blue reigns won this color war,
all the white tastes is defeat
Were the stronger team were the better
team,
and were killing off the heat
The blue reigns won this color war,
we’ve already hung our plaque
White heats all alone, as they watch the
throne,
while blue reign is on the attack
Already Home Jay-Z ft. Kid Cudi
Heat
They want us to fall
Fall from the top
They want us to drop
They want us to stop
The war it is done
We already won
The Blue Reign is on
We already won

GO
BLUE
GO

Cold- Kanye West
ain't it really funny that white team wants no more?
tell Sharma we're done with running up the score
we've beat down a bad team, and crushed their
bones
you can find us upon our throne (repeat)
Good Day- The Roots
We’re gonna have a good day,
All of blue reign is gonna rule today
Make the heat look like fools today,
A blue plaque gonna be hung tonight
Ayy, we’re gonna have a good day
All the white heat gonna cry tonight,
All their spirits gonna die tonight,
Blue gonna be on top tonight
Ayy we’re gonna have a good day

Errday- Wiz Khalifa
Winning games, that’s errday
Sweeping splits, that’s errday
We rule the world, that’s errday
Intimidating white, that’s how we
play
Smoking white, that’s errday
Winning song night, that’s errday
Go Blue Go, that’s errday
White wants no mo’, that’s errday

White Heat Song Sheet

Cheer Medley- The White Heat
The reign will fall
We will blow blue out tonight,
Give us a goal we’ll reach it
Tell us what it takes
And we’ll go so hard
We’ll go so hard
The reign won’t win a split
It might seem tough
But it’s a breeze
Blue had some dreams,
That just fell down
[Solo]
Day one we had a vision,
That we’d keep on winning,
And we made the decision that we’d never
be quittin,’
The heat, we’re on a mission
Got the keys in ignition
And we won’t be forgiven for the way we’ve
been winning
We don't care, We're winning.
We don't care, We're winning, we're winning.
Blue's on a different road, White's chilling on
the beach
Our skills are tough to match, want you to
feel the heat
You're saying beat the heat, we’re saying
fight white fight
Blue's gonna lose this war, we’re gonna
win tonight
[Solo]
RIP we just killed the blue
On top all day we’re here for you
Whites up so much we can’t be beat
All haters in here just feel the heat
RIP RIP RIP to the blue reign (x2)
Oh You Foolish Kings (You Foolish Kings)
We can tell white heat has made blue insane
(made blue insane) X2
It's over for Reign
Everyone knows that the white team's
superior
So raise the plaque and paint it white
We are the greatest west end’s ever seen
Heat will never lose, never lose,
Nev-er lose this war
We’re nitty, gritty, our team, can’t be beat
We’ve won color war color war
Raise the plaque!
We’ve won color war color war
Raise the plaque! (And paint it white)
Heats winning - This war's in the bag
Blues crying - This war's in the bag
White plaque - This war's in the bag
Blues burning - This war's in the bag

Hallelujah- Jeff Buckley
We heard there was a place in Maine
East Parsonsfield, didn’t know the name
But that’s before we heard of West End
House Camp
The times we spent will always be
The greatest times we’ll ever see
And memories that stay with us forever
West End House Camp, West End House
Camp, West End House Camp
Can’t believe, we must leave, west end
The days were long but we’d always know
That summer time would come and go
And we’d miss hearing first bell every
morning
The grass so green, the sky so bright
We’ll cherish all these summer nights
We wish we could be campers here
forever
West End House Camp, West End House
Camp, West End House Camp
Can’t believe, we must leave, west end
Many have been here before
They know these bunks, they’ve walked
this floor
And now we carry on the camp tradition
We’ve swam the waters of long pond
We played our games, we sang our songs
The friends we’e made will be our friends
forever
West End House Camp, West End House
Camp, West End House Camp
Can’t believe, we must leave, west end

I Knew You Were Trouble – Taylor
Swift
Once upon a time, a few mistakes ago
A team called the reign, so weak and slow
Lost the war (x3) (to-the-white-heat)
We guess blue didn’t care
And we guess they liked that
But when they fell hard, they took a step
back
Beat by heat (x3) (heat-heat-heat-heat)
Blue knew we were trouble when we walked
in
Shame on them all war; beat blue in every
game they’ve ever been in
And we’ve put them down oh!
Blue knew we were trouble when we walked
in
Shame on them all war; beat blue in every
game they’ve ever been in
Now they’re lying on the cold hard ground!
(Chorus x2)
White
Heat
Trouble, Trouble, Trouble
(Verse 2)
No apologies, we love to see blue cry
Pretending they don’t know, that we’re the
reason why
They’re crying (x3) (all-day-all-night)
Lost in every game, their heads are full of
shame
Another name beneath, is all they’ll ever be
And [now they’ll see] (x3) (heat-heat-heatheat)
Blue knew we were trouble when we walked
in
Shame on them all war; beat blue in every
game they’ve ever been in
We have put them down oh!
Blue knew we were trouble when we walked
in
Shame on them all war; beat blue in every
game they’ve ever been in
Now they’re lying on the cold hard ground!
(Chorus x2)
White
Heat
Trouble, Trouble, Trouble
(Solo)
The saddest team… to ever play
The Reign is finished now
White Heat is on the top
We’ll never stop
Yeah, Yeah!
(Chorus)
Blue knew we were trouble when we walked
in
Shame on them now; beat blue in every
game they’ve ever been in
Now they’re lying on the cold hard ground!
(Chorus x2)
White
Heat
Trouble, Trouble, Trouble

People Like Us
Heat… everybody partying,
Everybody cheering on our team to
victory
Our team… can’t imagine what blue’s
going through
While we’re chillin at the beach, the
blue, won’t make, it out, alive
[Pre Chorus]
Teams like the heat are remembered
forever
All of our points, we have earned
together
Here's to the reign, you’ll be lost and
forgotten
It's hard to feel good when you know
you’re on the bottom
[Chorus]
Oh woah oh oh woah oh
Sheer domination, white has set this
camp on fire
Oh woah oh oh woah oh
Paint heat on the top of the plaque, the
top of the plaque
Hey, this is blue team’s funeral
In this generation, no team quite
compares to the white heat
Today, all the games have gone our
way
Everybody watching blue team going
down in flames
[Chorus x2]
They can't do nothing to us, they can't
compete with the heat
They only know how to lose, they all
know we can’t be beat
We throw our fists in the air, a team
like ours is so rare
Tonight will be a celebration

We Can’t Stop- Miley Cyrus
White Heat dominating everywhere,
Hands in the air like we don’t care,
Cause we’re gonna have fun now
Time for blue team to stop and bow down,
[solo]
No we’re not ready to go home,
Blue will be de-throned
Cuz we're gonna win all night
Won’t stop til sunlight
Alright
[Chorus]
So la da di da di, we like to party
Don’t mess with the heat,
We do whatever we want,
This is our war,
We are on top,
And we can’t stop
And we won’t stop
Can’t you see the heat we own this night
Can’t you see the reign don't meet the hype,
And we can’t stop
And we won’t stop
We run camp, this war’s easy
We don’t need nothing from nobody,
It’s the heat, we can do what we want
It’s the heat, we can say what we want,
It’s the heat, we can act how we want
We will beat the blue reign
600 Club
To the judges sitting right upfront
Look at this team we have won,
Remember that we have beat blue
Forget their head coach, cuz he's a hot head
And everyone’s on top of their game now,
Tryna make a name and grab fame
We're all so pumped here
Getting pumped up here, yeah
[Chorus]

Hot and Cold- Katy Perry
Heat beating blue
Every split, every sport
Yeah, blue, always thinks
They’re the best
But they’re wrong
And they, over think
Always coach
Terribly
We know
That blue will bow to heat
[Chorus:]
'Cause were hot and they’re cold
We're great and we know
We’ll win and we’ll shout
We’ll run the blue out
This win is in sight
We’re hot, we’ll ignite
We fight, we beat blue
We win, and they lose
(Blue) You don't really wanna face white
(Blue) They won't ever want to try and
fight
'Cause were hot and they're cold
We're great and we know
We’ll win and we’ll shout
We’ll run blue team out
We, are the heat
Blue Reign
Take a seat
The games, that we play
We have won, every day
This war, ends tonight
And the plaque, will be white
We know
That blue will bow to heat
[Chorus]
Someone call a doctor
Reign’s on pace for a real bad heat
stroke
Stuck on our, white hot beach
The war for blue is out of reach…
Heat beating blue
Every split, every sport
'Cause were hot and they’re cold
We're great and we know
We’ll win and we’ll shout
We’ll run the blue out
This win is in sight
We’re hot, we’ll ignite
We fight, we beat blue
We win, and they lose

Radioactive-Imagine Dragons
We wake right up, feel the heat
We just show up and can’t be beat
We party hard, defeat the Reign
White fits right in, crushing blue,
then checking out on the party bus,
This is it, feel the heat
Woah
We beat blue down, I see it in the score,
Enough of Louis’s winning tour
Welcome to our beach now, It’s the Heat’s house
Welcome to our beach now, It’s the Heat’s house
Woah oh oh oh oh, Woah oh oh oh heat:
dominating, dominating
Woah oh oh oh oh, Woah oh oh oh heat:
dominating, dominating
We raise the plaque, white on top
It’s too easy blue should stop
We’re winning splits, just what we need,
Woah

HOUSE SONG

The West End House Camp song we sing today was composed by Al Sherman
around 1946; it was first heard at a West End House Show & Dance at the
Statler Ballroom in Boston.
Hundreds of hearts that beat as one
Grateful for all the House has done
As long as the sun is in the sky
The Spirit of the House will never die.
James J. Storrow will always live
Our support we will always give
As long as the sun is in the sky
The Spirit of the House will never die.
When you’re one of the boys
You’re always one of the boys
And here’s one thing you’ll do –
You’ll always go through
You’ll always go through
You’ll always go through . . . . .
James J. Storrow will always live
Our support we will always give
As long as the sun is in the sky
The Spirit of the House will never die.
Rip, Rip, Rip, Rap, Rap, Rap,
West End House, (clap,clap,clap), West End House, (clap,clap,clap), YEAH!

